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Abstract 
ASSESSMENT OF AN AUDITORY GUIDE OF LEWIS GINTER BOTANICAL 
GARDENS FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE BLIND OR VISUALLY IMPAIRED 
 
By David S. Parker, M.S. 
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of 
Science at Virginia Commonwealth University. 
 
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2019. 
Director: Dr. Dianne Pawluk, Associate Professor, Biomedical Engineering 
When people go to a mall, museums, or other such locations they tend to rely on 
maps to find their way around. However, for people who are blind or visually impaired 
(BVI) maps are not easily accessible and they depend on other means, such as a guide, to 
get around. Research has only just begun to investigate providing maps for people who 
are BVI on touch screen devices. Many different types of feedback have been used: audio 
(sound), tactile (touch), audio-tactile, and multitouch. Some research has been conducted 
on the benefit of using multiple fingers (multitouch) and has found conflicting results. 
Yet, no known research has been conducted on the comparison of using audio feedback 
to that of tactile feedback.  
In this study, we look to try and answer two questions. 1.) Is audio equal to or 
better than tactile? As well as: 2.) Does multiple fingers help? Participants were asked to 
use seven different methods (4 audio, 3 tactile) to explore an overview map and an 
individual map and answer questions about them. Results showed that overall, audio cues 
10 
are similar or better than tactile cues which is beneficial since it requires less battery to 
generate audio cues than tactile cues. It was also shown that the use of multiple fingers 
was more beneficial in tasks that are spatially demanding. While those who have tactile 
experience benefited when using two fingers with each finger represented by a different 
instrument played to separated ears.  
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1. Introduction 
When people go out to places such as shopping malls, museums, gardens, they 
tend to rely heavily on visual information to gather what is around them and where they 
want to go. Much of this information is often relayed using a map, either physical or on a 
phone. With the use of this tool they can determine places that are of interest to them and 
how they will get there. For many of these places, there are often two types of maps that 
are often used: an overview map of the general organization (overall map) and more 
detailed maps of individual areas (individual maps). 
The overall map, is used to represent several different areas within a given 
location. For example, a shopping mall may be broken up into four different wings: 
north, south, east and west. This map would show people each of the wings and contain a 
listing of which stores are in each wing. Each wing may be in a different color to help 
people recognize the different sections, as well as a sign or label. With this, people can 
gather the necessary information to determine where they are and where they would like 
to go. 
The other type of map that is used is the individual map, which provides detailed 
information about a specific area. In the case of the mall, it would show the location of 
the stores, bathrooms, elevators, and other such things pertaining to a given wing. 
Different stores may be indicated by a number or letter, while other things like 
bathrooms, stairs, escalators may have their own unique symbol. People can then use this 
map to help them locate specific stores or other point of interests.  
These maps are very helpful in providing people with spatial awareness of what is 
around them.  It allows them to explore the place and be spontaneous as to what and 
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when they do things. However, the maps are typically only provided in a visually 
accessible form, either on paper or on a phone. This presents a significant problem for 
individuals who are blind or visually impaired (BVI). Sometimes physical maps that 
include braille and textures are available to touch at the information center: however, the 
BVI user needs to know that such a map is available and where/how to find it. Users 
would also not be able to take the map with them. Tactile maps can be created on 
specialized paper, but these are bulky and awkward to carry. Again, someone would also 
need to create the map for the BVI user. For our mall example, potentially listing the 
stores in each of the sections of the mall may help but only to a very limited extent. 
Currently, people who are BVI must rely on other methods for navigating inside a 
place. One of the most common ways is using a guide. This is a person that travels with 
them, guiding them from one place to another. If there is a specific place they want to go, 
then the guide leads them to that location directly. If they are unsure of where they would 
like to go, the guide may provide a verbal list of things that are around them as they lead 
them through the area and then Allow them to make decisions of where they would like 
to go as they walk. However, this method requires a guide to be available, limiting the 
independence of people who are BVI. 
Another method that may be used by people who are BVI, especially if they were 
to visit that location multiple times, is the use of step by step navigation commands.  The 
navigation commands would be provided either orally if someone was available at the 
entrance that could give accurate commands or a guide may make the original trip with 
the individual who is BVI. In the latter case, the individual who is BVI would count the 
number of steps before they had to turn, get on an elevator or perform another task. From 
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this, they would have a list of navigational commands which they could follow to get 
from one place from another. However, the use of step by step commands makes it 
difficult for an individual who is BVI to recover from a wrong turn or deviate from the 
original intention/path. 
In addition, neither of the above methods for guiding people who are BVI help 
them in developing situational awareness of where they are. Situational awareness would 
allow an individual who is BVI to recover on their own from a wrong turn as they could 
identify where they ended up. It would also allow them freedom to explore the interesting 
sounds and smells around them. So, maps are desirable for people who are BVI but need 
to be made more portable and easier to access. 
 
1.1. Audio Feedback  
One of the main senses used as an alternative to vision, to provide information in 
maps or diagrams is the use of sound: sound being either a verbal description, using 
speech, or sonification, using audio tones/notes (Bujacz and Strumillo, 2016). These 
methods involve the use of digital interactive maps, which are maps that are purely 
digital and are displayed on a screen or projected onto a surface. The maps are then 
explored using either an assisting device or through the direct contact of fingers (Ducasse 
et al., 2018). Devices used to assist in the exploration can include keyboards (Zhao et al., 
2008; Delogu, 2010; Weir et al., 2012), joysticks (Picinali et al., 2014), and styli (Milne 
et al., 2011; Daunys and Laruska, 2009; Brittel et al., 2013). The idea is that as the device 
or finger explores the digitized region, verbal and/or sonified cues provide information of 
what is currently under the exploring device/finger. 
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A variety of methods using assistive devices have been created for exploring 
maps and diagrams (Delogu, 2010). The iSonic (Zhao et al., 2008) used the 3x3 
numerical keys on the keyboard to allow for the navigation of a choropleth map that had 
been divided into a 3x3 grid. While devices such as the joystick (Picinali et al., 2014) and 
stylus (Milne et al., 2011; Daunys and Laruska, 2009) allowed for a wider range of 
motion when exploring maps since it was not broken into a 3x3 grid.  
 Although these devices helped search digital maps they each have their 
limitations, their use is very awkward on the go and it is unlikely that users who are BVI 
would bring them when going to a new place they wish to explore. Also, some device can 
only explore a 3x3 grid (Zhao et al., 2008; Delogu, 2010), while others have trouble 
keeping track of the location of the cursor (Ducasse et al., 2018; Golledge et al., 2005; 
Pietrzak et al, 2009). There is also some suggestion (Rice et al., 2005; Levesque et al., 
2012) that assistive device that include cutaneous or haptic feedback are likely to be used.  
 Devices involving direct contact by the fingers on the digital surface, are devices 
that typically involve the use of a smartphone, tablet, and large touch screen 
tv’s/monitors (Su et al., 2010; Kane et al., 2011; Carroll et al., 2013; Kaklanis et al, 
2013). The first two are very portable. For example, TimbreMap (Su et al. 2010), used a 
smartphone to provide sonification to help users locate items on the screen. Carroll et al. 
(2013) also used both verbal and audio cues to present information to the uses but 
through a table to display weather maps. However, again concern was raised as to how 
well an individual who is BVI could understand the spatial layout and estimate 
relationships between map elements (Ducasse et al., 2018; Bujacz and Strumillo, 2016). 
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1.2 Tactile Feedback 
 Another sense that is commonly used as a substitution to vision is touch, or tactile 
feedback. Systems that provide this type of feedback are typically divided into three 
categories: graspable (joystick, game controller, computer mouse, etc.), wearable (glover, 
arm sleeve, ring, etc.), and touchable (physical displays, tactile displays) (Culbertson, 
2018).  
The most common form of touchable systems used are tactile graphics, which are 
images/maps created by cartographers using raised inks, thermoforming, vacuum 
forming, etching, or accretion (Salisbury, 1992; Schneider and Strothotte, 1999). 
Although tactile graphics are still the most effective method for presenting graphical 
information to people who are BVI, they are cumbersome and expensive to make. They 
are certainly not easy to take with one to a new place.  
Figure 1.1 Created Tactile Diagrams 
a)      b) 
      
Left is a) (Edman, 1992); right is b) (Ferro, 2018) 
 
 Another aspect of tactile graphics, especially ones with multiple patterns, is the 
use of braille to help understand what they are feeling (Vozenilek, 2009). However, this 
has a limiting effect since it is estimated that 9% of BVI individuals can read braille 
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(NFB, 2014). This problem has been addressed by the development of the Talking Tactile 
Tablet, which provides speech as labels and descriptors for graphics. This consists of a 
graphic tablet with a touch surface and mounted swell paper (Landau and Gourgey, 
2001). However, this provides additional bulk to the system and the need for a computer 
to attach to. More recently, several different groups have used mobile touch screen 
devices with vibration feedback (such as some phones and tablets) to provide a more 
portable method for representing maps, typically with the use of speech labels (see 
section, 1.3).  
Figure 1.2 Talking Tactile Tablet 
 
Showing the swell paper along with the tablet that is hooked up to a computer (Landau 
and Gourgey, 2001). 
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Figure 1.3 Tactile Map Containing Braille 
 
A tactile map containing braille from Turner (2012) 
 
 Another example of a touchable system the use of a camera to create a dynamic 
tactile map (Maingreaud et al., 2005). For this, a person wears a camera implanted in a 
pair of glasses the image is then processed and presented on device containing 8x8 micro 
coils. The micro coils are either raised or lowered based on the image processed from the 
camera. However, due to the small size of the device only simple images can be 
displayed with real understanding (Maingreaud et al., 2005; Delogu, 2010; Minatani et 
al., 2010).  
Figure 1.4 Dynamic Braille Display 
 
Image from Maingreaud et al. (2005) 
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For the graspable systems one of the most commonly used to search virtual tactile 
maps/images is The Phantom™ Haptic Joystick (SensAble Technologies) (Kahol et al., 
2006; Moustakas et al., 2007). This is a three degree of freedom for reflecting joystick. 
Tactile maps are rendered in the 3D virtual workspace (Zeng and Weber, 2011). 
Figure 1.5 Phantom Haptic Joystick 
 
A joystick that provides tactile force feedback to users as the virtual map is searched. The 
device is created by SensAble Technologies (Kahol et al, 2006) 
 
Results have shown that people could identify objects with 100% accuracy (Kahol 
et al., 2006), although it is unclear how well they would be able to interpret tactile maps. 
However, cost and lack of portability of these graspable haptic devices is a significant 
limitation.  
Many researchers have considered glove like wearable tactile systems with 
vibration feedback, although not directly for displaying map information. In applying the 
use of wearable tactile systems to provide more effective access to tactile diagrams by 
people who are BVI, the focus was on the ability to provide feedback to multiple fingers. 
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This is something that only (Bulky) physical tactile diagrams and (very expensive) pin 
displays could provide. Burch and Pawluk (2011) showed that the use of feedback to 
multiple fingers improved the ability of BVI users to identify common objects 
significantly. Some examples of these devices are wearable optical color sensor-vibrator 
pairs (Burch and Pawluk, 2009, 2011), and tactile rings holding linear resonant actuators 
from an amplifier circuit created by Barron Associates (Adams et al., 2015). In the case 
of these two devices, they are designed to be placed on a finger and provide feedback 
directly to that finger based on the color that is detected (Burch and Pawluk, 2009, 2011; 
Adams et al., 2015). Color is used to render a part or feature of a diagram.  
Figure 1.6 Wearable Tactile Devices 
 
Examples of using wearable tactile systems to search virtual tactile maps, the left image 
shows a person wearing optical sensors to detect color to provide tactile feedback (Burch 
and Pawluk, 2011). While the right image uses an app to detect the RGB value the finger 
is over and provide tactile feedback to the finger through tactile rings worn by the user 
(Adams et al., 2015). 
 
1.3 Audio-Tactile Feedback 
 Although most sensory substitution devices for BVIs use either just tactile or 
audio feedback, some researchers think that it would be better to present information 
multimodally, using both tactile and audio feedback (Loomis, 2003; Golledge, 2003; 
Guidice et al., 2012). This is because it would allow for information to be presented, or 
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integrated, in a redundant way (Jacobson, 2002), making it easier for the user to gather 
important information from the display they are exploring. 
One of the main methods that has been used to provide both audio and tactile 
feedback is by creating tactile maps and placing them on a touchscreen device (Campin 
2003; TMAP, Miele and Martson, 2005; Brock et al. 2010, 2012). The tactile graphic 
allows for tactile feedback as they explore, while the touchscreen provides the text-to-
speech output of what their finger is over. This helps eliminate the need to be able to read 
braille from using tactile graphics (Miele et al., 2006).  
 Another approach to systems that provide both audio and tactile feedback is by 
creating virtual, or digital, maps on a computer or tablet (Klatzky et al., 2014; BATS, 
Parente and Bishop, 2003; VAVETaM, Habel et al, 2010; Open Touch/Sound Maps, 
Kaklanis et al., 2013; MAPS, Adams et al., 2015). Most of these methods use a device to 
provide haptic feedback while the map is searched and audio/speech cues to identify 
items that have been found or are near. In the case of Adams and his colleagues, haptic 
and sonified audio cues were used redundantly for some or all features, with speech 
labels. 
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Figure 1.7 Audio Tactile Devices 
 
 
The top left image (Habel et al., 2006) and top right image (Parente and Bishop, 2003) 
use a joystick and a computer mouse to provide tactile feedback while audio feedback is 
provided as they cross over important features such as streets or cities. While Adams et 
al. (2015) provides audio feedback for things such as the edge of the map or wall. 
 
 Guidice et al. (2012) focus has been showing whether the us of audio-tactile 
feedback helps people who are BVI develop spatial awareness. They created a vibro-
audio device to test how well graph information and letter recognition could be 
determined. Results showed that the vibro-audio interface allowed for the building of 
accurate mental representations, which support various spatial operations. Klatzky et al. 
(2014), however, used to same interface to compare it to audio and tactile feedback 
interfaces and found no significant improvement in the development of spatial 
representations.   
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1.4 Single versus Multi-touch 
 An important consideration when using senses other than vision for graphical 
access is the significantly more limited information bandwidth of touch and audition 
compared to vision. Accessing graphical information using either touch or audition is a 
very difficult task. As the fields of view of the exploring fingers are limited, a lot of the 
information processing requires serial integration of information over time: a slow and 
cognitively demanding process. However, this is made significantly worse by the fact that 
most of the methods described in the previous sections (1.1-1.3) only allow for a single 
finger to explore a display: the exceptions being (bulky, expensive) physical tactile 
diagrams, (expensive, non-portable) large pin displays, and wearables designed 
purposefully to be multi-fingered, cheap and portable. 
The benefit of multiple fingers is not a given though. It is known that in searching 
for a target amongst distractors on all fingers, only some types of tactile properties can be 
processed in parallel across fingers (Klatzky, Lederman and Metzger, 1985).  Teachers 
for the visually impaired do instruct their students to use all their fingers to explore the 
overall image of a physical tactile map before a more detailed exploration.  So there 
seems to be some benefit, at least in searching for where the information is located. 
Students who are BVI also often use one finger as a reference to help gauge distances 
from a set location for graphs and maps. Burch and Pawluk (2009, 2011) when asking 
BVI users to identify objects in virtual diagrams using multi-fingered vibration feedback 
found that not only the speed at which the BVI users completed the task, but also the 
correctness of their answers, improved significantly. This suggested that multiple fingers 
helped improve the integration of information on a diagram as well. 
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In contrast to the above positive results concerning multiple fingers, Adams et al. 
(2015) did not find that multi-fingered vibration feedback was beneficial in exploring 
maps.  However, the task was only to find a point of interest on a map rather than provide 
information about the surrounding area or how to navigate from point to point. Many 
users focused solely on detecting the point of interest (with a total of 5 per map) rather 
than interpreting any of the other cues about other features in the map provided. What it 
does suggest is that the advantage of using multiple fingers may depend on the task the 
user is given. 
Figure 1.8 Multi-touch Devices 
 
Burch and Pawluk (2011) allows for the use of multiple optic color sensors to search 
images to provide feedback to the fingers. While Adams et al. (2015) provides two tactile 
rings to allow the searching using multiple fingers. 
 
In another study, Brock et al. (2010, 2012) used physical tactile maps placed on a 
touch screen which had the ability to track multiple fingers touching the surface. A 
survey of users found that the usability of the method was very high, with many users 
liking the use of multiple fingers. However, their strategy of using a tap to generate text-
to-speech output was often problematic due to users’ inability to determine which finger 
generated a tap: this was fixed by using a double tap (Brock, 2012). 
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1.5 Motivation 
One of the primary motivations for this work is that previous research (Burch and 
Pawluk, 2011 versus Adams et al., 2015) obtained conflicting results as to the benefit of 
the use of providing tactile feedback to multiple exploring fingers. For identifying 
common objects with their parts indicated by different textures, Burch and Pawluk found 
a large improvement in performance with the use of multiple fingers. (It should be noted 
that this was not true for raised line drawings.) Adams and his colleagues, despite using 
texture to indicate features such as pathways, stairs, elevators and points of interest, 
found for a search task to identify a point of interest that there was no performance 
improvement was multiple fingers. Because of the conflicting outcomes, further research 
needed to be conducted to show whether using multiple fingers to explore a map/image 
helps those who BVI.   
The questions that arise from these results are: 
1. Does the use of multiple fingers improve a BVI user’s performance over the use of a 
single finger to explore a map with tactile cues? 
1.1. Does this depend on the type of map (overall map versus individual map)? 
1.2. Does this depend on the type of question (varying in the degree it involves spatial 
understanding)? 
However, there is also another set of questions that arise from the fact that 
vibration feedback involves a lot of battery power in mobile devices. In contrast, audio 
feedback consumes much less power. Although concerns have been raised that solely 
audio feedback would result in poorer performance than tactile feedback, the two 
methods have not been compared directly. 
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2. Is user performance with one fingered audio feedback equal (or, even better) to one 
fingered tactile feedback? 
2.1. Again, does this depend on the type of map? 
2.2. The type of question? 
Of course, the natural question to arise is: can the use of audio feedback for 
multiple exploring fingers improve performance? We are unaware of any studies who 
have investigated how audio cues that are presented in parallel can process spatial 
information. However, it is known that audio is segmented into separate streams by 
audition. Two well-known methods that naturally occur are separation based on timbre 
(the sound of a musical instrument) and separation based on spatial location. This gives 
rise to the following questions: 
3. Does the use of multiple fingers to explore a map with audio cues improve 
performance? 
3.1. Does this differ for different types of maps? 
3.2. Does this differ for different questions? 
Then, naturally, not only for battery conservation reasons but usability (users do 
not like wearable devices on the hand), it would be good to ask the question: 
4. Is user performance with multi-fingered audio feedback equal(or, even better) to 
multi-fingered tactile feedback? 
4.1. Again, does this depend on the type of map? 
4.2. The type of question? 
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1.6 Thesis Outline 
 The research questions asked in this thesis, in regards to providing spatial map 
information to BVIs, were: 
1.   Can the use of simple sonified (non-speech audio) cues with kinesthetic 
information (finger location) work as effectively as using tactile cues with kinesthetic 
information? 
2.   Can the use of sonified cues providing information from two exploring fingers be 
more effective than sonified cues providing information from only one finger? Also, as 
there is not a natural mapping between the audio feedback and the finger (for tactile 
feedback, the feedback occurs on the same fingertip as the exploring finger), does the 
method of mapping onto the audio domain make a difference? 
3.   Can perceptual principles of audio stream segregation be used to effectively relay 
information about two exploring fingers? (more effective than a single finger) 
4.   For both sonified and tactile cues, does the type of map to be explored and the 
type of question asked effect whether the use of two exploring fingers is more beneficial 
than a single finger? 
5.   Do any of these depend on when an individual became blind or their experience 
using tactile graphics? 
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The first chapter of this thesis describes the different types of maps chosen and 
their construction, as well as the systems and methods used for presenting the nonvisual 
cues. The next two chapters described pilot experiments which were performed to select 
parameter values for the cues that could be used well. This was particularly important to 
do in comparing performance with audio versus tactile cues, as variations in difficulty of 
perceiving the parameters could produce erroneous conclusions. The fourth chapter 
describes the main experiment, including the questions that were developed. The results 
of the experiment and statistical analysis are given in chapter 5. Finally, a discussion and 
conclusion is given in chapter 6. 
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2. Materials and Methods 
 The maps that we are interested in considering are ones representing functional 
spaces such as museums, botanical gardens and shopping centers. These are maps which 
may represent features such as paths/hallways, stairs, or restrooms, and points of interest 
(POI), which may have some sort of descriptive content associated with them. Both 
auditory feedback and tactile feedback will be considered for representing spatial 
features, with speech being used to provide labels for the features upon request. This 
chapter will describe the development of the content and format of the diagrams used for 
device assessment, as well as the systems used for “reading” these maps and providing 
either auditory or tactile feedback.  
 
2.1. Diagram Development 
 The original maps that were constructed were based on the area of the Lewis 
Ginter Botanical Gardens between the main entrance and the conservatory. This area was 
chosen because it is the primary area where gardens were modified to provide more 
accessible features for individuals who are blind (e.g. smell, touch). The area is divided 
into what are referred to as garden rooms, which are relatively square and separated by 
walls and/or pathways. Maps were created for the six garden rooms and one overall map 
(Figure 2.1 shows a garden room map and Figure 1.2 shows an overall map). 
 In the maps, color was used to indicate the different features. Only six colors were 
used as previous research in our laboratory (Burch and Pawluk, 2011) suggests it is hard 
for users to identify more than this number of feedback values. For the individual maps: 
gray represent pathways, green greenery, red stairs, yellow benches, white buildings, and 
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blue POIs. For the overall map: the different colors represent the different gardens with 
white reserved for buildings. Note that all the shades of blue (including purple) for the 
individual maps are representing POIs (Figure 2.1). This is done to help the tester find a 
specific POI when they are asked to place the finger of a test subject on a specific point 
and ask questions about it, such as: “What is around the Turquoise POI?” 
Figure 2.1: Individual Garden (Storage Garden) 
 
 
As we are interested in comparing different methods of providing auditory or 
tactile feedback about the map and to avoid learning effect during participant testing, one 
additional garden room map was created and six additional overall maps. To ensure 
consistency of difficulty, all overall maps had 5 garden rooms and 1-6 buildings. With 
each garden room consisting of simple geometric shapes of different sizes. All individual 
garden maps had a similar density of pathways, stairs and POIs, and 3-10 benches. 
Appendix 6.1 contains all the maps created for the study.  
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Figure 2.2: Overall Map C 
 
 
2.2. Presentation Systems 
 The idea to present the map information non-visually to individuals who are blind 
or visually impaired was to allow the user to explore the diagrams with one or more 
fingers. The system then determines the feature under each of the fingers by the color at 
the center of the finger. Based on the color, different auditory or tactile feedback signals 
will be used to indicate the feature. 
 The platforms used for presenting the maps were multi-touch mobile tablets as 
they can easily be carried by individuals who are blind or visually impaired when 
exploring a new space. File of the maps, in png format, were presented on the 
touchscreen with the different features indicated as different colors (Table 1). The 
location of finger contact was determined using the built in tablet functions. The location 
was used to determine the color at that point based on a lookup table. The color was then 
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translated into the appropriate sonified or tactile feedback. If a user lifted their right 
finger from the screen, the name of the feature under that finger is spoken. 
Table 1: What Each Color Represented For Each Map Type 
Color Overall Maps Individual Maps 
White Building Building 
Blue Blue Garden Point of Interest/Fountain 
Green Green Garden Garden/Grass 
Gray Gray Garden Pathway 
Yellow Yellow Garden Bench 
Red Red Garden Stairs 
 
 The platform for providing the sonification of the map on the iPad was using 
Auvio headphones (Auvio 3300089, Auvio Electronics Co. Ltd., China) for audio 
feedback. The code developed for the corresponding App could control the audio 
feedback to each ear based on the feature in contact with one or more of the fingers. The 
code is provided in the Appendix (section 6.2). The auditory sounds to be played were 
initially created in MATLAB with Wind Instrument Toolbox V 0.2 by Martin Rocamora. 
Due to the limitations in the quality of the timbres produced, the creation method was 
switched to using MuseScore 2 App.  For user testing, the developed App could also 
select the type of sonification feedback provided, in addition to the map to be used.  
The platform for providing the tactile feedback was Nexus 10 Android tablet. To 
enable tactile feedback to more than one finger, tactile feedback was provided through 
ring like devices (Figure 10) each containing a linear resonant actuator (C10, Precision 
Microdrives, Inc., London, U.K.). Each ring like device had a wire connection to the 
tablet through an amplifier circuit (Barron Associates, Inc.). Different ring sizes were 3D 
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printed for different hand sizes. The position of the ring like device on the finger in the 
latter half of the distal pad of the finger (Figure 2.3); this allowed the tablet to still detect 
the location of a finger while it explored the touchscreen. The App to present map 
information using tactile feedback to either one or two fingers was developed by Barron 
Associates, Inc. (Charlottesville, VA). The underlying signal was set to drive the linear 
resonant actuator at its resonant frequency (175 Hz). Different tactile vibrations were 
created by changing the amplitude and the on-off duration of the square wave modulation 
of the underlying signal.   
Figure 2.3: 3D Printed Ring Holding Linear Actuator 
  
 
In the systems used for the different feedback modalities (auditory versus tactile) 
areas of the maps were slightly different (28.55 square inches on the Android tablet) as 
compared to (28.6 square inches on the iPad). This was due to differences in how the 
screen was represented by the overlying software. The difference in size is not expected 
to impact performance. 
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2.3. Sonification Presentation Methods 
Consideration of the different sounds to provide feedback about the presented 
map being explored by the fingers took into account indicating the different features and 
the different fingers that could be in contact with the multi-touch screen in different 
locations. Distinguishing different features by sonification facilitates exploration of the 
map without always having time to stop and listen to the speech description of the 
feature. Providing feedback about features under different fingers exploring the multi-
touch screen could increase performance by allowing parallel exploration. However, this 
is dependent on whether individuals can integrate the information from multi fingers 
exploring at the same time, which is currently unknown. This is the primary research 
question when considering different sonification presentation methods.  
 Feedback could be in the form of different notes, natural sounds (e.g., rain, glass 
filling) or melodies. Single notes were chosen as the total information about the sound is 
available almost immediately in contrast to a melody which would require the full time 
duration of the tune. Variables of single notes that could be manipulated are: frequency, 
amplitude and timbre. In addition, for spatialized sound, the location of the finger in 
space could be used. Two dimensions are needed: one to indicate different features and 
one to indicate different fingers. The combination of dimensions considered were based 
on what is known about auditory scene segmentation. Methods of pre-attentional 
grouping of sounds include: spatial location, timbre and high versus low frequencies 
(Brown et al., 2005). 
 Tone frequency was chosen to depict the dimension of the different frequencies as 
it is the most likely auditory dimension to easily create 6 different identifiable signals. 
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The pre-attentional grouping parameters of spatial location and timbre-were chosen to 
represent the different fingers. Both parameters were explored as there was no prior 
knowledge whether either will allow integration of information from different fingers.  
 To determine whether pre-attentive grouping parameters can be used to represent 
individual fingers exploring the map to improve user performance, we have created four 
different conditions (Table 2, Figure 2.4). The first three conditions examine the use of 
the two pre-attentive grouping parameters (spation, location, and timbre) being used for 
separate fingers both individuals and together as redundant dimensions. To simplify the 
implementation, sonification was only provided for two fingers. This allowed spatial 
location to be implemented terms of the stere-positioning of the audio feedback in terms 
of left ear (left finger) and right ear (right finger). The fourth condition was a control 
condition allowing the typical single finger exploration (only with sonification not the 
typical tactile feedback). This condition also explores the use of sonification in place of 
tactile feedback. This is the second important research question of the study. There is an 
advantage to using sonification as sound takes less power consumption than providing 
tactile feedback; this is important for mobile applications.  
Table 2: Methods Used to Provide Audio Feedback 
Method Name Number of Fingers Timbre Ear(s) 
One Finger One Ear One Timbre 1 - - 
Two Fingers One Ear Two Timbre 2 Different Same 
Two Fingers Two Ears Same Timbre 2 Same Different 
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Two Finger Two Ears Different Timbre 2 Different Different 
 
Figure 2.4: Audio Feedback Methods Used 
 
 
2.4. Tactile Presentation Methods 
 Three different vibration feedback methods to present information to the user 
were developed (Table 3, Figure 2.5). Again, two dimensions of the map exploration 
needed to be represented by the vibration signals: the features and the finger that is over 
the feature. Also again, there was the choice to use single tactile “notes or “melodies.” 
Single tactile “notes” were chosen as the total information about the sound is, again, 
available almost immediately in contrast to a melody which would require the full time 
duration of the tune. For all of these methods, each of 6 amplitude/frequency pairs 
specifying a “pure tone” was used to represent one of 6 features.  
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 As for the sonification methods, the other dimension for the feedback was needed 
to separate the fingers. The most natural mapping, and one that has been examined 
previously (i.e., Burch and Pawluk, 2011; Adams et al, 2105) is to provide tactile 
feedback separately on each of the fingers based on the finger’s location . However, very 
different results were obtained based on the type of graphic. It is also likely that type of 
question matters as well. The goal here is to explore these issues more for maps of 
functional spaces. As in Burch (2012), we also wanted to explore whether using two 
adjacent fingers (kept side by side) on a single hand or one finger on each hand (free to 
explore independently) makes a difference in performance. It would have been desirable 
to consider timbre as a method of grouping features by exploring as then only a single 
vibration motor would be needed. This would allow a mobile tablet, without any external 
hardware, to be used to provide information about two fingers. However, timbres are not 
differentiable for vibratory feedback. Therefore, only spatial location is considered. 
Table 3: Methods Used to Provide Tactile Feedback 
Method Name Number of Fingers Exploration Strategy of Fingers 
Single Finger 1 - 
Two Fingers Single Hand 2 Same hand, side by side 
Two Fingers Two Hands 2 Different hand, free exploration 
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Figure 2.5: Tactile Feedback Methods Used 
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3. Selection of Audio Parameters 
 Parameter values needed to be chosen for the different dimensions to be used: 
spatial location and/or timbre for the different exploring fingers and tone frequency for 
the different map features. An assessment of the potential benefit of the use of multiple 
exploring fingers was to use only 2 fingers, only 2 spatial locations and 2 timbres needed 
to be chosen. The two furthest apart and easily created spatial locations were: to the right 
of the user (created by playing a sound exclusively to the right ear) and to the left of the 
user (created by playing a sound exclusively to the left ear). As the initial method to 
create timbres was through the open source Wind Instrument Toolbox, the two timbres 
were restricted to wind instruments. However, as the timbres of different wind 
instruments were difficult for individuals to distinguish the creation method was switched 
to using the MuseScore 2 App. 
 Six different tone frequencies needed to be selected to differentiate the different 
map features. Frequencies were limited to those below a value at which they become 
irritating to the user. Preliminary testing was performed comparing the set of sounds 
created (6 frequencies at one timbre, 6 frequencies at a second timbre) to ensure that all 
sounds created could be uniquely identifiable. This section describes the set of 
experiments toward this determination. 
 
3.1. Selection of Six Tonal Values for First Instrument (Timbre) 
 The tonal values were selected first as it was expected that then comparison 
between tones of different timbres would then be able to be limited in comparison to each 
other to validate their difference. The clarinet was chosen as the first instrument to be 
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tested since it is considered the most aesthetically pleasing instrument. The tonal values 
selected were: 160, 260, 360, 460, 560, and 660 Hz. A small study was used to verify that 
the six tonal values selected could be identified uniquely. 
3.1.1. Participants 
There was a total of three sighted participants 
3.1.2. Signals 
Tones were generated using the open source Wind Instruments Toolbox in 
MatLab and were: 160 Hz, 260 Hz, 360 Hz, 460 Hz, 560 Hz, and 660 Hz. Amplitude was 
held constant at 40 decibels. 
3.1.3. Experimental Design 
Four repetitions of each tone were played to the participants through the 
headphones to both ears, blocked on repetition. Participants were required to identify 
each of the tones played.  
3.1.4 Experimental Procedure 
 3.1.4.1. Training 
A participant was played each tone in order, after each tone was played, the 
frequency was spoken to the participant by the experimenter. This was repeated twice. If 
a participant wanted to listen to a specific frequency again, they were allowed to ask the 
experimenter to play that specific frequency again. Once the participant felt they could 
identify each of the six frequencies, testing was begun. 
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 3.1.4.2. Testing 
 For the testing phase, participants were played four repetitions of each of the six 
sound blocked on repetition. The order within blocks was random. Participants were 
asked to identify the frequency of each sound immediately after it was played. 
3.1.5. Results 
Graph 1: Identification of Each Frequency Played 
 
 Performance for identifying each of the different tones was above 90% for five of 
the frequencies (Graph 1). The hardest note to identify was the 260 Hz signal as it was 
identified only 83⅓% of the time. 
3.1.6. Discussion 
The results suggest that the set of 6 values chosen can be easily identified: rate of 
correctness was high with relatively little training. Therefore, the next step was to 
determine whether 6 tone values for each of two timbres could be identified with respect 
to each other. 
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3.2. Selection of Two Timbres for the Six Tonal Values 
 In exploring the wind instruments created through the Wind Instruments Toolbox, 
the most distinctly different instrument from the clarinet for the six tonal values was the 
trumpet. Verification that the twelve unique tones created were identifiable was needed 
before their use to represent map information, this was in terms of: (a) the instrument 
being identified correctly (which would map onto the exploring finger) and (b) the tonal 
value being identified correctly (which would map onto the map feature). The next study 
simply asked whether one or two instruments were played, as this was a precursor to the 
above concerns.  
3.2.1. Participants 
For this test a total of nine sighted participants were selected. 
3.2.2 Signals 
 Tonal sounds were created using the Wind Instruments Toolbox for MatLab for 
the clarinet and trumpet. The tonal frequencies created were, again, 160Hz, 260Hz, 
360Hz, 460Hz, 560Hz, and 660Hz. Again, the amplitude was held constant at 40 
decibels.  
3.2.3 Experimental Design 
Both the trumpet and the clarinet played a tone either individually or 
simultaneously through headphones to both ears. All possible combinations were given to 
the user: 6 tones of the trumpet individually, 6 tones of the clarinet individually, and 6x6 
combinations of simultaneous tones. For this initial study, participants were simply asked 
to identify the instrument(s) played.    
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3.2.4 Experimental Procedure 
3.2.4.1 Training 
Each participant was played each of the 6 tones for the clarinet individually and 
the 6 tones for the trumpet individually. They were told that each set of 6 tones were from 
different instruments. If the participant wanted to listen to an individual tone played by 
the clarinet or the trumpet again, they were allowed to ask the experimenter to play the 
tone again. 
Next, the participant was played all combinations of the clarinet and trumpet 
tones simultaneously (e.g., clarinet at 160 Hz with the trumpet at 560 Hz). They were told 
that all sounds played from two separate instruments. After listening to all the 
combinations, the participant was allowed to ask the experimenter to replay any 
combination of frequencies they were unsure of again.  
3.2.4.2 Testing 
During the testing phase, the participant was played all combination of single 
tones for the clarinet and trumpet, and all combinations of tones, in random order. After 
each sound was played, they were then asked to identify whether there were two 
instruments or one instrument. Participants were also allowed to ask for the sound to be 
played again before answering.    
3.2.5 Results 
Graph 2: Identifying Single Instrument vs. Multiple Instruments 
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 Results showed that participants were 100% accurate in determining when one 
instrument was played but only 80% accurate when two instruments were played (Graph 
2). To more clearly determine the reason for why participants were less accurate in 
determining if two instruments were played, the data was further divided into trials where 
the same frequency was used for the two instruments versus different frequencies (Graph 
3) and the effect of the difference in frequencies on performance (Graph 4). 
 
Graph 3: Same Frequency Played vs. Multiple Frequencies Played Using Matlab 
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Graph 4: Difficulty of Identifying Multiple Instruments with Close Frequencies 
 
3.2.6 Discussion 
 As can be seen in Graph 2, the results showed that in most cases people were able 
to identify whether two instruments, or one instrument, was being played. However, in 
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the case when two instruments were played, as the differences between the frequencies of 
the tones decreased, the error in the answer significantly increased (Graph 4) until it was 
100% (Graph 3) when the frequencies were the same. One potential reason for this result 
may be because the range of frequencies used needed to be more spread out for easier 
identification. However, this does not deal with the case when the two instruments use 
the same frequency: which is inherent in the design of the feedback as frequency is equal 
to a map feature. Using two frequencies (one for each instrument) for each map feature 
would require more demands on a participant's memory. Therefore, there was a need to 
improve the distinction between the timbres.  
 
3.3 Use of MuseScore 2 to Represent 6 Tonal Values for Clarinet and Trumpet 
 With further exploration, it was observed that the open source Wind Instrument 
Toolbox was not particularly good at providing different sounds for the clarinet and 
trumpet. Therefore, the next step in the design of the sonification parameters was to find 
a better method for generating the timbres: the MuseScore 2 App was used for this 
purpose. This step also investigated the use of a logarithmic separation of frequency for 
the lower tonal values versus a linear separation of frequency for the higher tonal values: 
perceptual evidence suggests that humans distinguish a difference in a frequency on a 
logarithmic scale (Wolfe et al., 2015).  
3.3.1. Participants 
There was a total of 4 sighted participants. 
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3.3.2. Signals 
Tones for a clarinet and trumpet were generated with the MuseScore 2 App. For 
the first part of this study tones were generated for the clarinet only with six frequency 
values of: 150 Hz, 300 Hz, 600 Hz, 1,100 Hz, 1,600 Hz, and 2,100 Hz. For the second 
part of this study, tones were generated for both the clarinet and trumpet with four 
frequency values of: 160 Hz, 340 Hz, 520 Hz, and 700 Hz. All tone amplitudes are 
constant at 40 dBA. 
3.3.3. Experimental Design 
The study had 2 parts. The first part focused on examining whether a logarithmic 
separation between frequencies made the tones more easily identifiable than a linear 
separation by repeating the design of study in 3.1. Three repetitions of the 6 tones were 
played for the participant, blocked on repetition and frequencies randomized within 
blocks. The second part examined whether participants could determine both the timbre 
and frequency of an isolated tone. One repetition of the 8 notes (4 notes per timbre, with 
two timbres) were played for the participant, randomized within the repetition. 
3.3.4. Experimental Procedure 
Part 1: Individual Instrument Tone Identification 
3.3.4.1. Individual Instrument Frequency Training 
Training was the same as in study 3.1. 
 3.3.4.2. Individual Instrument Frequency Testing 
The testing procedure was the same as in 3.1, but with 3 repetitions only 
Part II: Tone and Timbre Identification for Two Instruments 
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3.3.4.3. Two Instruments Played Individually Frequency Training 
         Participants were played four notes from the clarinet and four notes from 
the trumpet. The order of which instrument was played first alternated from person to 
person. For each instrument, the four notes were played in sequence from lowest to 
highest frequency.  For each note played, the experimenter told the participant the 
frequency of the note. After all the notes of an instrument had been played, participants 
were allowed to ask the experimenter to replay any of the four notes. The process was 
then repeated with the second instrument. 
3.3.4.4. Two Instruments Played Individually Frequency Testing 
         The eight notes (4 notes for each instrument) were played in random order 
for the participant. After each note was played, the participant was asked to identify 
which instrument was being played, as well as which frequency was being played. 
Participants were allowed to have the note replayed before they responded.  
 3.3.5. Results  
Part 1: Individual Instrument Tone Identification 
 The lower frequencies which were logarithmically separated were much easier to 
identify than the higher frequencies, which were linearly separated (Graph 5). 
 Graph 5: Identification of Clarinet Frequency 
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Part II: Tone and Timbre Identification for Two Instruments 
Graph 6: Identifying The Clarinet and The Frequency Played 
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While naming the instrument clarinet (Graph 6) or trumpet (Graph 7) was pretty 
consistent people mostly struggled to identify the frequency the instrument was being 
played at. 
Graph 7: Identifying the Trumpet and The Frequency Played 
 
 
3.3.6. Discussion 
Part 1: Individual Instrument Tone Identification 
 The results suggest that it is easier to identify notes on a logarithmic scale than a 
linear scale. The other item of note, was that some people described the higher frequency 
notes (1100 Hz, 1600 Hz, and 2100 Hz) as being more annoying than the lower 
frequency notes. Although this may have impacted performance, it is not believed to have 
affected performance greatly.  
Part II: Tone and Timbre Identification for Two Instruments 
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 The results show that not only did people struggle in identifying which instrument 
was being played but also which frequency was being played. Although, the linear scale 
used in this test was completely different than the one used in the previous test, it 
supports the theory that the reason people did so poorly in identifying the high notes in 
the previous test was because they were on a linear scale, opposed to the notes being 
annoying.  
 As a result of these findings it has been determined that a log scale will be used in 
further testing. It was also determined that the log scale used would contain either one or 
no frequencies over a 1000 Hz in an attempt to eliminate the complaint of annoying high 
tones.  
  
3.4 Selection of More Distinct Timbres Using Logarithmic Scaling Frequency 
 In this test the MuseScore 2 software was used to generate the notes that would be 
used for testing. To increase the distinction between timbres, the clarinet was used in 
comparison to three other instruments. The instruments chosen were qualitatively 
determined by the experimenter to be some of the most different from the clarinet: the 
tuba, guitar, and bassoon. The trumpet was not selected as its timbre appeared more 
similar than the above mentioned instruments to the clarinet. Each of these instruments 
were experimentally assessed to determine: a) how well they could be differentiated from 
the clarinet, and b) how easily each note could be identified.  
 This step also investigated the use of a logarithmic separation of frequency for the 
tonal values as perceptual evidence suggests that humans distinguish approximately 
constant difference in logarithmic frequency as equal.  
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3.4.1. Participants 
 There were a total of three blind participants. 
3.4.2. Signals 
 The six frequencies selected for the map features followed the formula 𝑓(𝑓) =
55 × 2𝑓. With x being an integer within 0 and 5. The frequencies used were 55 Hz, 110 
Hz, 220 Hz, 440 Hz, 880 Hz, and 1760 Hz. Each sound was generated for the clarinet, 
tuba, guitar, and bassoon with amplitudes of 40 dBA; using the MuseScore 2 App. 
3.4.3. Experimental Design 
This experiment consisted of 5 small studies. In the first study, three repetitions of 
each tone of the clarinet (only) were played to the participants through the headphones to 
both ears, blocked on repetition. Participants were required to identify each of the tones 
played. Studies 2-4 were similar to each other, with the clarinet paired with one of the 
tuba, guitar or bassoon in each study. The order of instruments being paired was chosen 
at random. For each pairing, four repetitions of each tone of both instruments (clarinet 
and paired instrument) were played individually to the participants, blocked on repetition. 
Within repetition, the order of the tones was random. Participants were required to: 1) 
determine the instrument being played, and 2) determine the frequency of the note.  
3.4.4. Experimental Procedure 
Study 1: Clarinet Alone 
 3.4.4.1 Training Clarinet 
 Training was similar to that in study 3.1. The six selected notes of the clarinet 
were played to the participant through headphones. Before playing each sound, the 
experimenter told the participant which frequency would be played. Once each sound had 
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been played, the participant could ask for any sound to be repeated. Each sound was 
allowed to be repeated as many times as the participant liked. Training continued until 
the participant felt confident they could identify each sound. 
 3.4.4.2. Identifying Clarinet Frequency 
For the testing phase each of the six frequencies were played a total of three 
times, blocked on repetition with the tones presented randomly within repetition. The 
participant was then asked to identify the frequency of the sound. If they had trouble 
identifying which frequency was being played, they were allowed to ask for the sound to 
be played again. However, the sound could only be repeated once before a participant had 
to identify the frequency. 
Studies 2-4: Clarinet with Paired Instrument, Individually Played  
 3.4.4.3. Training Clarinet/Second Instrument  
 For each of studies 2-4, after a short break, the participant was told which of the 
three instruments would be played with the clarinet. They were then given the 
headphones to put on their ears. Participants were then told which of the paired 
instruments they would listen to first, clarinet or other instrument: order of the two 
instruments was random. They were then played each of the six notes for the given 
instrument, before the notes were played, the experimenter would state the frequency of 
the note. Once all the frequencies had been played for the instrument, participants were 
allowed to ask the experimenter to repeat any notes until they were comfortable with the 
association between the sounds and frequencies. Once participants felt confident they 
could identify each of the six frequencies played by that instrument, the process was 
repeated using the second instrument. 
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 After participants felt confident they could identify each of the frequencies of the 
second instrument, they were asked if they would like to have any of the sounds from 
either instrument repeated. If they did, then those particular sounds were played. Training 
continued until the participant felt confident they could identify each sound and 
instrument.  
 3.4.4.4 Identifying Clarinet and Paired Instrument, Individually Played 
 For each pairing, four repetitions of each tone of both instruments (clarinet and 
paired instrument) were played individually to the participants, blacked on repetition. 
Within repetition, the order of the tones was random. Participants were required to: 1) 
determine the instrument being played, and 2) determine the frequency of the note. 
3.4.5. Results 
3.4.5.1. Study 1: Clarinet Alone 
Although a few of the logarithmically spaced notes were able to be accurately 
determined, participants were quite inaccurate with the remaining notes.  
Graph 8: Clarinet Played on a Log Scale 
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 The frequency that people struggled with the most with identifying was the 220 
Hz frequency (only slightly above 20%).  
3.4.5.2. Studies 2-4: Clarinet Paired with Second Instrument 
For these studies, the clarinet was paired with the tuba, guitar, or bassoon in 
random order. The first set of graphs (9-11) show the accuracy of identifying the correct 
instrument of a presented pair for the given notes. 
Graph 9: Identifying the Instrument Clarinet/Tuba   
 
Graph 10: Identifying the Instrument Clarinet/Guitar 
 
Graph 11: Identifying the Instrument Clarinet/Bassoon 
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 Only the guitar was able to be distinguished from the clarinet greater than 80% of 
the time for all notes/frequencies. In fact, for all notes/frequencies, the clarinet and guitar 
were able to be identified with 100% accuracy. Pairing the bassoon with the clarinet 
decreased performance significantly: although the bassoon was detected with 100% 
accuracy, participants were only able to distinguish the clarinet with greater than 80% 
accuracy for a single note/frequency (55 Hz). Pairing the tuba with the clarinet seemed 
better than with the bassoon, with 3 of the 6 frequencies resulting in an accuracy above 
80% (in fact, above 90%) for both instruments. 
 The second set of graphs show the accuracy in determining the frequencies of the 
notes presented for both instruments (Graphs 12-14). 
Graph 12: Identifying the Frequency of Clarinet/Tuba  
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Graph 13: Identifying the Frequency of Clarinet/Guitar 
 
Graph 14: Identifying the Frequency of Clarinet/Bassoon 
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 For all pairs, participants had a hard time identifying the frequency of the 
instrument being played. For the clarinet-tuba pairing, participants were better at 
identifying the frequency of a note when the tuba was played compared to the clarinet. 
Accuracy also appeared to improve, in general, with increasing frequency. For the 
clarinet-guitar pairing, although people were quickly able to identify which instrument 
was being played with 100% accuracy, this did not translate to participants having a high 
accuracy in identifying the frequency. In fact, performance at 440 Hz for the clarinet-
guitar pair was worse than any of the pairs for the clarinet-tuba.    
3.4.6 Discussion 
 3.4.6.1. Study 1: Alone 
 Most puzzling was the fact that accuracy of identifying the mid-frequencies of 
notes had poor accuracy, with identification being approximately 20% for the note at 220 
Hz (Graph 8). This should be contrasted with the accuracy in identifying the 6 
notes/frequencies scaled linearly over a smaller range (Graph 1). Although small sizes 
were used in both studies, the differences at some frequencies are extremely large. This 
result was unexpected considering the logarithmic form of frequency discrimination for 
human hearing. One potential problem may have been that the notes/frequencies used 
corresponded to the harmonic frequencies of the first note (55 Hz). As timbres are made 
of a weighted sum of the harmonics of a note, this may have produced problems in 
identification. Better performance may be achievable by selecting notes/frequencies that 
are spaced apart in an approximate logarithmic fashion but avoiding the harmonics of the 
other notes. 
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 3.4.6.2. Clarinet/Second Instrument Testing 
The results suggest that the pairing of the clarinet with the guitar produced the 
best performance (100% accuracy for both instruments at all frequencies tested). The fact 
that performance did not appear to vary with the note/frequency (Graph 10), as with the 
other pairings (Graphs 9 and 11), suggests that this high performance would remain even 
when the frequencies to be selected for the map features are further tweaked. This was 
particularly important as it was clear from Study 1 that the notes/frequencies used needed 
to be further adjusted to improve performance. 
To summarize the accuracy of identifying the different notes/frequencies for all 
instruments (Graph 15), the average of all the correctly identified clarinet frequencies 
was taken and then compared to each of the three other instruments played (tuba, guitar, 
and bassoon). The reason this was done was to help validate the selection of the clarinet-
guitar pairing while selecting better notes/frequencies to represent the map features.  
Graph 15: Comparing the Average Results of the Clarinet to All Instruments 
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Comparing the trends across frequency of the different instruments, show that the 
clarinet and guitar (and only the clarinet and guitar) show a similar pattern. This is 
supportive of the choice of the clarinet-guitar pairing (in addition to the ability to identify 
the instruments) as any tweak in the frequency to improve performance with one 
instrument should also translate to the other instrument as well. 
The biggest question that remained was determining how to improve the results in 
the identification of the notes/frequencies for both instruments. We first reconsidered the 
number of notes needed to map onto the six map features. Then we considered tweaking 
the notes/frequencies to avoid harmonics of each other.  
When re-examining the mapping for the six map features, it was determined that 
only five frequencies were essential since one of the features/colors could be represented 
by no sound. The best feature to be represented with no frequency was determined to be 
buildings, as the walls of the building prevent looking inside. The only concern was that 
originally the lack of feedback was to indicate that a map user was off the map. Instead, 
the map and the border of the map will be indicated by a cut out the size of the map on a 
screen protector attached to the screen. Detecting the screen protector edge will indicate 
the edge of the map is reached.  
As a result, it was determined that only five frequencies were needed, and not six 
as originally thought. To determine what frequencies participants confused with each 
other in studies 2-4 for the clarinet and guitar , a confusion matrix (Graph 16) was created 
where the results for the clarinet and guitar were weighted equally. 
 
Graph 16: Confusion Matrix for Notes/Frequencies of the Clarinet and Guitar 
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n=144 55 (Hz) 110 220 440 880 1760 
55 (Hz) 21 4 0 0 0 0 
110 3 20 6 0 1 0 
220 0 0 14 13 2 0 
440 0 0 4 10 1 0 
880 0 0 0 1 20 0 
1760 0 0 0 0 0 24 
 
 The confusion matrix shows that participants confused the 110 Hz with the 55 Hz 
notes and vice versa. Errors in identifying the 220 Hz notes was split between identifying 
them as the 110 Hz or the 440 Hz notes. However, the 440 Hz notes were mainly 
confused with the 220 Hz notes. The matrix also shows the 880 Hz note as being the only 
note being confused with another note other than the one above or below it. This is 
believed to be a result of a participant rushing through training, since only one participant 
struggled in identifying the 880 Hz note.    
Since the majority of people only confused the 110 Hz note with the 55 Hz note 
and vice-versa, it was determined that it would be best to eliminate one of the frequencies 
as only 5 frequencies are needed. The note eliminated was the higher note (at a frequency 
of 110 Hz) as it was also confused with the 220 Hz notes. For the 220 Hz and 440 Hz 
notes, it was determined that it would be best to alter their frequencies. To break the 
harmonic relationship between the 220 Hz notes and 440 Hz notes while keeping an 
approximate logarithmic spacing, the 200 Hz frequency was changed to 196 Hz and the 
440 Hz frequency was changed to 466 Hz. This also broke the harmonic relationship to 
the 880 Hz notes and the 1760 Hz notes. 
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3.5. Performance of Two Timbres with Five Notes 
 In this phase of testing, the instruments used were the clarinet and the guitar. The 
focus was on examining participant performance with the revised tones and validating 
their effectiveness for the target population (i.e., individuals who are blind or visually 
impaired rather than sighted individuals) in being individually distinguishable from the 
others. Similar to the previous set of studies, this was assessed by the ability of 
participants to identify the 5 frequencies for the clarinet (Study 1) and to identify the 
timbre and 5 frequencies when the tones were played individually for the clarinet and 
guitar (Study 2). A secondary focus was to determine how well participants could 
determine the frequencies of both instruments under the conditions of the different map 
methods: (1) one finger to one ear, (2) 2 fingers to one ear, different timbres, (3) 2 fingers 
to different ears , same timbre and (4) 2 fingers to different ears, different timbres. 
Results for condition 1 were already being determined by Study 1 above. It was assumed 
that condition 3, providing the same timbre to 2 separate ears (one for each finger), would 
have the same performance (although potential issues with this assumption will be 
considered in the discussion). A further study (Study 3) considered the performance for 
condition 2 (two different timbres simultaneously played to one ear) and condition 3 (two 
different timbres simultaneously played separately to each ear).  
 
3.5.1. Participants  
There was a total of five participants. All participants were either blind or visually 
impaired. 
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3.5.2 Signals 
For this experiment, only the clarinet and guitar were used. Each had notes 
generated with the MuseScore 2 software, with amplitudes of 40 dBA, for frequencies of 
55 Hz, 196 Hz, 466 Hz, 880 Hz and 1760 Hz.  
 
3.5.3. Experimental Design 
The first test study (Study 1) examined how well the user could identify each of 
the five notes/frequencies of the clarinet: 3 repetitions of the notes were played, blocked 
on repetition and randomized within blocks. The second study (Study 2) examined how 
well the instrument and frequency could be identified when both instruments were played 
individually at a random frequency: 4 repetitions of the 10 notes were played, blocked on 
repetition with order of the notes randomized within the blocks. The third study (Study 3) 
examined how well the frequency of the instruments could be identified when played 
simultaneously in random pairings to either both ears or one instrument per ear. For the 
latter condition, the clarinet was always played to the left ear and the guitar to the right 
ear. Testing was performed for each condition in counterbalanced order across 
participants. For each condition, 3 repetitions of all combinations of tones (5x5) were 
played, blocked on repetition with order of frequency pairs randomized with blocks. 
 
3.5.4. Experimental Procedure 
Study 1: Identifying Frequencies of the Clarinet 
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3.5.4.1. Clarinet 5 Frequency Training 
Training was similar to that in Experiment 3.4 Study 1. The five selected notes of 
the clarinet were played to the participant through headphones. Before playing each 
sound, the experimenter told the participant could ask for any sound to be repeated. Each 
sound was allowed to be repeated as many times as the participant liked. Training 
continued until the participant felt confident they could identify each sound. 
 
3.5.4.2 Clarinet 5 Frequency Testing 
 Testing was similar to that in Experiment 3.4 Study 1. For the testing phase, each 
of the five notes were played a total of 3 times, blocked on repetition with the tones 
presented randomly within repetition. The participant was then asked to identify the 
frequency of the sound. If they had trouble identifying which frequency was being 
played, they were allowed to ask for the sound to be played again. However, the sound 
could only be repeated once before a participant had to identify the frequency. 
 
Study 2: Identifying Timbre and Frequency of Clarinet and Guitar 
3.5.4.3 Individual Instrument 5 Frequency Training 
Training was similar to that for Experiment 3.4 Studies 2-4, although only the 
clarinet and guitar were used in this study. After a short break, the participant was given 
the headphones to put on their ears. Participants were then told which of the two 
instruments they would listen to first, the clarinet or guitar; order of presentation of the 
two instruments was random. They were then played each of the five notes for the given 
instrument in random order, before the notes were played the experimenter would state 
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the frequency of the note. Once all the frequencies had been played for the instrument, 
participants were allowed to ask the experimenter to repeat any notes until they were 
comfortable with the association between the sounds and frequencies. Once participants 
felt confident they could identify each of the five frequencies played by that instrument, 
the process was repeated using the second instrument. 
 Once participants felt confident they could identify each of the frequencies of the 
second instrument, they were asked if they would like to have any of the sounds from 
either instrument repeated. If they did, then those particular sounds were played. Training 
continued until the participant felt confident they could identify each sound and 
instrument. 
 
3.5.4.4 Individual Instrument 5 Frequency Testing 
Testing was similar to that in Experiment 3.4 Studies 2-4, although only the 
clarinet and guitar were used. Four repetitions of each tone of both instruments (clarinet 
and guitar) were played individually to the participants, blocked on repetition. Within 
repetition, the order of the tones was random. Participants were required to: 1) determine 
the instrument being played, and 2) determine the frequency of the note. If they were 
unsure of the frequency or the instrument being played they were allowed to have the 
note repeated once before having to provide an answer. 
Study 3: Identifying Timbre and Frequency of Clarinet and Guitar When Played 
Simultaneously 
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3.5.4.5. Simultaneous Instrument Training 
 After a break, the condition that was to be used was described to the participants. 
Then participants were asked to put on the headphones with the labeled left side going to 
the left ear and the labeled right side going to the right ear. The experimenter then 
verified that the participant was wearing the headphones correctly.  
 The twenty-five combinations of simultaneous clarinet/guitar tones were learned 
in the following manner: 
1. Starting with lowest frequency for the clarinet, 
a. It was played with each of the tones of the guitar from lowest to highest. 
b. After each pair of tones was played, the participant was told the frequency 
of the left and then the right ear. 
c. After all pairs with the lowest frequency for the clarinet were played and 
stated, the participant was asked if they wanted any of the five 
combinations replayed. Any requested combinations were replayed. 
d. The participant was asked to continue to request combinations until they 
were comfortable in identifying all the frequency pairs played. 
2. Training was then moved to the next lowest frequency of the clarinet, for which 
the procedure described in a-d was repeated. 
3. When training was completed for all combinations of frequencies, the participant 
was asked if they wanted to listen to any of all the possible combinations again. If 
they wanted to listen to any of the combinations, they were then played those 
combinations again. This continued until they felt they were able to identify all 
frequency combinations. 
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3.5.4.6. Simultaneous Instruments Testing 
After training for a given condition, testing occurred for that same condition. 
Testing consisted of 3 repetitions of all combinations of tones (25) blocked on repetitions 
with order of the combinations random within blocks. After each pair of tones were 
played simultaneously, the participant was asked to identify each of the frequencies 
played by both instruments. If they were unsure of the frequency played by either one or 
both instruments, participants were allowed to ask for the sound to be replayed once 
before having to identify the frequency of each instrument.   
 
3.5.5. Results 
Study 1: Identifying Frequencies of the Clarinet 
Participants were able to identify the frequencies of the clarinet with over 90% 
accuracy (Graph 17). 
Graph 17: Identified Clarinet Frequency 
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Study 2: Identifying Timbre and Frequency of Clarinet and Guitar 
 When the clarinet and guitar were played individually everybody was able to 
correctly identify the instrument that was being played (Graphs 15 and 16). Results for 
the clarinet also revealed that four of the frequencies were correctly identified at a rate of 
90% or above, with only one frequency, 196 Hz, identified at an 85% rate (Graph 18). 
Results for the guitar revealed that participants could identify all five frequencies with an 
accuracy above 90% (Graph 19). 
Graph 18: Identifying The Clarinet and The Frequency Played  
 
Graph 19: Identify The Guitar and The Frequency Played 
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Study 3: Identifying Timbre and Frequency of Clarinet and Guitar When Played 
Simultaneously  
 Accuracy in identifying frequencies of the instruments when pairs of notes were 
played together to both ears had a median higher than 90% (Graph 20). A box plot, which 
gives median rather than mean, was chosen to display the data because one participant 
had particular difficulty in identifying the frequencies of the clarinet and was an outlier 
compared to the other participants. 
 
Graph 20: Simultaneous Both Ears 
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Accuracy in identifying frequencies of the instruments when pairs of notes were 
played simultaneously, but each instrument to its own corresponding ear had a median 
higher than 85% (Graph 21). Median accuracy of determining the frequencies of both 
notes of a pair was slightly lower in accuracy at approximately 83%. A box plot, which 
gives median rather than mean, was chosen to display the data in order to enable a 
comparison to Graph 20. 
 
Graph 21: Simultaneous One Instrument Per Ear 
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3.5.6. Discussion  
Study 1 found performance to be at or above 90% correct for identifying all 
frequencies. This was substantially higher than for Study 1 of Experiment 4. This 
suggests that the redesign, taking into consideration the effect of harmonics, was 
successful. Performance was also higher than for the linearly spaced frequencies in 
Experiment 1, although this may also be due to the fact that only 5, rather than 6, 
frequencies were used in this study (as compared to Experiment 1). Study 2, found that 
the identification of the timbre was 100% accurate and the identification of the 
frequencies of both instruments was over 90% accurate, except for the clarinet at 196Hz 
(Which was 85% correct). This was substantially better than for Experiment 4 for the 
clarinet and guitar (Graph 13). Again, this suggests that the modifications to avoid 
harmonics of the other frequencies were very beneficial to improving performance. 
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With how well people performed on both the single and two individual 
instruments it was determined that these were the individual frequencies that would be 
used. 
 Study 3 found that when both instruments were played simultaneously to either 
both ears together or one to each ear separately, performance did not seem to drop 
significantly compared to performance when each instrument was played in isolation 
(Study 2). This suggests that a) the selected parameters are acceptable for the main study 
and b) any difference in performance with the different auditory finger/ear configurations 
in using navigation maps in the main study will not likely be due to perceptual 
differences in determining the frequencies of the tones. Interestingly, performance was 
lower when the two instruments were played to separate ears rather than the same ear. 
This was surprising as it was expected that it would be easier to identify the sounds if 
they were spatially separated. However, participants said that they found themselves 
paying more attention to one ear over the over. This is consistent with performance being 
higher and with less variation of the clarinet than the guitar in this condition, resulting in 
poorer overall performance.  
To try and help people who did have some difficulty identifying frequencies, it 
was decided that spoken feedback, for the feature corresponding to the frequency will be 
given in the map exploration program when needed: i.e., the frequency will be announced 
when a participant’s finger is lifted off the screen. 
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4. Selection of Tactile Parameters 
The two dimensions of features and exploring fingers also needed to be selected 
for the tactile parameters. As timbre is not well perceived in the tactile dimension, the 
only dimension considered for mapping sensations from each exploring finger was spatial 
location. Custom vibrators, described in section 2, were used on the proximal portion of 
the distal phalanges. The natural mapping of providing information from the exploring 
finger to the vibrator on the same finger was used. The dimension chosen to be used to 
represent the features was the use of tactile “notes”. Since it was determined that only 
five colors needed to be represented with sound, only five “notes” had to be selected for 
the vibration feedback. 
         As the vibrators were linear resonant actuators (similar to tablet vibrators), the 
vibration frequency was set at the resonance frequency. Different tones were considered 
by the temporal modulation of the vibration using square waves that could vary in 
frequency and duty cycle: this corresponded to controlling the on (duration) and off 
(delay) component of the vibration. Previous work in our laboratory (Burch and Pawluk, 
2011) found that using a logarithmic scale for vibration frequency was most effective for 
selecting values that could be easily differentiated. A logarithmic scale was chosen here 
for the modulation frequency as it appeared to be the dominant tempo perceived. 
4.1. Vibration “notes” on a Single Finger 
         This test considered participant performance in being able to identify the 5 
different “notes” selected for the 5 features. 
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4.1.1. Participants 
         There were four people who participated. 
4.1.2. Signals 
         The five vibration signals created had square wave modulation frequencies of 2 
Hz, 4 Hz, 8 Hz, 16.13 Hz, and 32.26 Hz. The duty cycle was also varied between the 
different frequencies used as they produced different tempos more easily distinguished 
than if the duty cycle was kept constant. The parameter values are given in Table 4.  
Table 4: Initial 5 Frequencies For Tactile Testing 
Frequency (Hz) Amplitude (µm) Duration (ms) Delay (ms) 
2 40 499 1 
4 40 125 125 
8 40 25 100 
16.13 40 40 22 
32.26 40 10 21 
 
4.1.3. Experimental Design 
         Four repetitions of all vibration signals were played to the participant, blocked on 
repetition, with the 5 vibrations played in random order within each block. Participants 
were asked to identify the frequency of each signal. 
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4.1.4. Experimental Procedure 
4.1.4.1. Training 
The person was given one of the 3D printed rings which held the linear actuator 
(Figure 4.1) to place on the distal phalanx of the palm side of their index finger. The 
experimenter insured that the vibrator was placed on the proximal portion of the distal 
phalanx so that the distal tip was still able to contact the touch screen.  
Figure 4.1: 3D Printed Ring Oriented Properly on the Index Finger 
 
Then the test subject was oriented to face away from the computer controlling the 
test. Participants were then played each of the 5 vibrations in order. After each vibration 
was played, the frequency was spoken to the participant by the experimenter. If a 
participant wanted to listen to a specific frequency again, they were allowed to ask the 
experimenter to play that specific frequency again. Once the participant felt they could 
identify each of the five frequencies, testing was begun. 
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4.1.4.2. Testing 
         For testing, participants were played four repetitions of the five signals blocked 
on repetition, with each the order within repetition random. A signal would be played on 
the finger. Then the participant was asked to identify the frequency of the vibration. 
Participants could ask for the vibration to be replayed once if they needed it to. 
4.1.5. Results 
         Participants were easily able to identify all of the signals being played (Graph 22). 
Only the 4 Hz signal was misidentified once (25% of the time) while all the other 
frequencies identified correctly each time they were played. 
 
Graph 22: Identification of the Five Frequencies Played 
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4.1.6. Discussion 
With participants doing so well with identifying the frequencies played, it was 
decided that two finger testing could begin with the current frequencies being used. 
4.2. Two Finger Testing 
         This experiment considered performance of the actual targeted user group: 
individuals who are blind or visually impaired. The experiment had 2 studies: Study 1 
was very similar to the single finger testing in 4.1.  Participants were required to 
determine the frequencies being played. Study 2 examined performance when both 
fingers were simultaneously used. This was done to ensure masking effects from the 
other finger did not affect perception of a note on a given finger. Participants were 
required to determine whether the same frequency was played on both fingers. 
4.2.1. Participants 
         There were five people who participated in testing. Each person was either blind 
or visually impaired. 
4.2.2. Signals 
         The six vibration signals used were no signal, 2 Hz, 4 Hz, 8 Hz, 16.13 Hz, and 
32.26 Hz. Vibrations occurred in response to a participant contacting a colored map 
placed on a tablet (Nexus 10) screen. The vibration “note” depended on the color 
contacted by the fingertip. Correspondence between the colors and “notes” are given in 
table 5. 
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Table 5: Six Frequencies Used For Map Testing 
Color Frequency (Hz) Amplitude (µm) Duration (ms) Delay (ms) 
White 0 0 0 0 
Green 2 40 499 1 
Yellow 4 40 125 125 
Gray 8 40 25 100 
Red 16.13 40 40 22 
Blue 32.26 40 10 21 
  
4.2.3. Experimental Design 
         Study 1 consisted of four repetitions of having the participant access the 6 
colors/“notes” with their index finger, where the order of “notes” was randomized within 
repetition. Participants were required to identify the signals.  Study 2 required 
participants to access the 6 colors/”notes” with both fingers “simultaneously”. Two 
repetitions of all combinations of notes (6x6) were played to the fingers, where the order 
of pairs played was randomized within repetition. Participants were asked if the notes 
played to the two fingers were the same or different. 
4.2.4. Experimental Procedure 
4.2.4.1. Study 1: Sinle Finger Training 
         The person was presented with one of the vibration rings to place on the distal 
phalanx of either index finger (Figure 4.1). The experimenter made sure that the vibrator 
was placed properly. If a participant was visually impaired but not blind, a blindfold was 
then given to them to be placed over their eyes. 
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         Once the blindfold was on the participant, the training map (Figure 4.2) was 
presented to them on the tablet. The experimenter then guided the participant’s finger to 
contact each of the six colors on the map in turn. The participant was allowed to feel the 
vibration and then was told the color their finger was over. Participants were allowed to 
feel any vibration “note” again by naming the color associated with the note. After a 
participant was comfortable that they had learned the different vibrations, testing began. 
Figure 4.2: Image of Initial Map 
 
4.2.4.2. Study 1: Single Finger Testing 
The test map was chosen randomly from one of 3 test maps, where all test maps 
consisted of a 3x2 grid of the color blocks with the same colors but in a different 
arrangement (e.g. Figure 4.3). The experimenter guided the participant’s finger to each of 
the colors to be tested. Four repetitions of all colors/notes were given, blocked on 
repetition.  Within each repetition, the order in which the colors were tested was random. 
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For each color, the participant was allowed to feel the vibration and then they were 
required to name the color to which it corresponded.     
Figure 4.3: Example of One Finger Test Map 
 
4.2.4.3. Study 2: Two Finger Training 
         A short break occurred before testing began. At the start of the study, the 
participant was given two of the ring vibrators to mount on the index and middle fingers 
of the same hand (Figure 4.4). After the experimenter made sure that both rings were 
placed properly, the participant was presented with the blindfold to again put over their 
eyes if necessary.  
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Figure 4.4: 3D Printed Rings Placed Properly on the Index and Middle Finger 
 
 When the blindfold had been placed over the eyes the Two Finger Initial Map 
(Figure 4.5) was presented to the participant. First, the participant’s index and middle 
fingers were guided together to each of the six color blocks in turn, with the fingers 
placed on the same color. The “note” for the color was played on each finger as soon as 
the finger contacted the color block.  After the color was played to both fingers, the 
participant was told the name of the color. Once finished, participants were asked if they 
wanted feel any of the notes again by stating the corresponding color. When they felt 
confident they could identify each of the colors played to both fingers, the second part of 
the two finger training began.    
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Figure 4.5: Two Finger Initial Map 
 
For the second part of training, the experimenter placed the participant’s index 
finger on a particular color block, at which point its vibrator started playing the “note”. 
With the participant’s finger held on the color, the experimenter guided the participant’s 
middle finger to each of the five other color blocks in turn. When each of the color blocks 
were touched with the middle finger, the appropriate “note” was played. At the same 
time, the participant was told the name of the color contacted by each finger. Once 
completed, the participant was then asked if they wanted to feel any of the combinations 
again with the index finger on the given color block. If yes, their middle finger was 
placed on any color block they wanted to feel again. If no, their index finger was moved 
to the next color block and the overall process was repeated until the index finger had 
been placed over all six colors. 
When the process was completed, participants were asked if they wanted to feel 
any combinations again. If yes, they felt the requested combinations again, with the index 
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finger being placed first and then the middle finger. This continued until participants felt 
ready to proceed to the testing phase. 
4.2.4.4. Study 2: Two Finger Testing 
The Two Finger Test Map was chosen at random from a set of 3 maps (e.g., 
Figure 4.6); all maps consisted of an arrangement of 3x2 colored blocks, but with 
different arrangements of placement of the colors. Then, first the test subject’s index 
finger and then the middle finger was guided to a pair of colors on the tablet screen. They 
were asked to identify if both fingers were on the same or different colors. Two 
repetitions of the 6x6 combinations of colors blocked on repetition were performed, 
where the ordering of the pairs was random within repetition.    
Figure 4.6: Example of Two Finger Test Map 
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4.2.5. Results 
 Study 1. When it came to identifying each color associated with each frequency, 
people were easily able to identify each color (Graph 23). The two hardest colors to 
identify were the red and blue colors which were the 16 Hz and 33 Hz vibrations. The red 
color was identified 95% of the time and the blue frequency was identified 90% of the 
time. Each of the other frequencies were identified each time they were felt.  
Graph 23: Identifying Color of Frequency 
 
 Study 2. For the identification of whether two notes played to two different 
fingers were the same or different: participants were able to identify when the notes were 
different 92% of the time they were played. However, participants were only able to 
identify when the notes were the same 71% of the time (Graph 24).     
Graph 24: Same or Different Frequencies Played to Multiple Fingers 
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 When looking at performance when only the same note was being played to both 
fingers (Graph 25), participants struggled to identify the 4 Hz signal (40% correct) and 
the 8 Hz signal (70% correct).   
Graph 25: Error Identifying Same Frequency 
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 Examining different frequencies that were identified as the same frequencies 
(Graph 26), found that the 8 Hz frequency and the 16 Hz frequency vibrations were the 
most likely to be confused.   
Graph 26: Frequencies Played That Were Identified as the Same 
 
4.2.6. Discussion 
Study 1. Testing using a map on a tablet showed that people were easily able to 
identify the five frequencies that were used with only one finger used. It was noticed 
early in testing that people preferred naming the color to identify the frequency rather 
than identifying the frequency felt. As a result, in the later tests, participants were only 
told the color instead of both the frequency and the color associated with it.  
Study 2. For notes being played simultaneously on both the index and middle 
fingers where participants had to determine if the notes were the same or different, 
participants struggled to answer correctly, particularly when the same note was played to 
both fingers. In particular, they struggled to identify the gray (4 Hz) and yellow (8 Hz) 
notes. This may have been due to the fact that participants seemed to have more difficulty 
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determining whether the notes of the two fingers were similar when they were not 
vibrating in phase, such as what occurs when one finger is placed on a given color before 
the second one is placed on it. This may be particularly true for lower frequencies (such 
as 4 Hz and 8 Hz) where participants could distinguish more of the temporal pattern. This 
did not occur for the 2 Hz signal, which was essentially a constant vibration. Participants 
also had some difficulty in identifying the 32 Hz note being the same on the two fingers. 
This is thought of having more to do with the similarities to the 16 Hz note difficulties 
interpreting out of phase vibrations as the same. In fact, the 16 Hz and 32 Hz notes were 
two of the most confused frequencies (Graph 30). The reason for this was not clear. 
However, most of the misidentified frequencies appeared to be adjacent notes. This could 
be because, for adjacent frequencies, one was the first harmonic of the other, which could 
potentially lead to confusion. 
 
4.3. Adjusted Note Testing 
 In order to improve performance, the frequency of adjacent “notes” were adjusted 
so that they would no longer be harmonics of each other. The delay (off portion) of the 
notes was decreased and made consistent as exploratory assessment suggested that this 
made it easier to detect the same note between two fingers even if the vibrations were out 
of phase.      
In this experiment, participants were asked to identify the color (frequency) that 
was being played to either a single finger or both fingers when exploring a map. Each 
participant was first trained using the training map used in previous studies. Then they 
used a testing map which had multiple blocks of each color of random size and location. 
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This prevented participants from using location as a cue for determining the color, as in 
the original test maps.  
 
4.3.1. Participants 
 There were a total of five participants all were blind or visually impaired.  
4.3.2. Signals 
 The correspondence between the notes used for testing and the colors on the tablet 
were: 0 Hz (White), 2 Hz (Green), 3.Hz (Gray), 8 Hz (Yellow), 10 Hz (Red), and 32.26 
Hz (Blue). Details of the parameters are given in Table 6. 
Table 6: Adjusted Frequency Testing 
Color Frequency (Hz) Amplitude (µm) Duration (ms) Delay (ms) 
White 0 0 0 0 
Green 2 35 490 10 
Gray 3.3 40 250 50 
Yellow 8 50 100 25 
Red 10 45 50 50 
Blue 32.26 40 10 21 
 
4.3.3. Experimental Design 
 This was a repeat of Experiment 3.3. The difference was the use of 6 new notes 
and new testing maps.  The new testing maps avoided the correlation between a color 
block and location on the map by using multiple color blocks of different sizes in random 
locations. Study 1: Single Finger Exploration. This consisted of four repetitions of having 
the participant access different blocks 6 colors/“notes” with their index finger, where the 
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order of “notes” and their location was randomized within repetition. Participants were 
required to identify the signals.  Study 2: Two Finger Exploration. This required 
participants to access the 6 colors/”notes” with both fingers “simultaneously”. Two 
repetitions of all combinations of notes (6x6) were played to the fingers, where the order 
of pairs played and their location was randomized within repetition. Participants were 
asked if the notes played to the two fingers were the same or different.  
 
4.3.4. Experimental Procedure 
4.3.4.1. Study 1: Single Finger Training 
Training was as described in Section 4.2 Study 1. The training map is given below 
(Figure 4.7). 
Figure 4.7: Image of Initial Map 
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4.3.4.2. Study 1: Single Finger Testing 
 The testing protocol was very similar to that in Section 4.2 Study 1. The 
difference was that each of the testing maps had multiple color blocks of each color 
which were of random size and location (e.g., Figure 4.8). For a given color block in each 
repetition, the color block on the map that was used was randomly selected from the 3 or 
more color blocks of that color.    
Figure 4.8: Example of One Finger Test Map 
 
 
4.3.4.3. Study 2: Two Finger Training 
 Training was as described in Section 4.2 Study 2. The training map is given below 
(Figure 4.9). 
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Figure 4.9: Two Finger Initial Map 
 
4.3.4.4. Two Finger Test Map 
The testing protocol was very similar to that in Section 4.2 Study 2. However, 
rather than stating whether the colors contacted by the two fingers were the same or 
different, participants were required to give the color contacted by each finger. In 
addition, each of the testing maps had multiple color blocks of each color which were of 
random size and location (e.g., Figure 4.10). For a given color block in each repetition, 
the color block on the map that was used was randomly selected from the 3 or more color 
blocks of that color.    
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Figure 4.10: Example of Two Finger Test Map 
 
 
4.3.5. Results 
 Study1: Single Finger Exploration. Participants were easily able to identify each 
of the six signals (> 90%) when their finger was placed on a random block of a given 
color on the map (Graph 29).  
Graph 29: Signal Played to Index Finger Only 
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Study 2: Two Finger Exploration. Participants were able to identify the frequency 
of the color very well ( > 90%) when the same color was contacted by both fingers 
(Graph 30).  
Graph 30: Same Signal Played Both Fingers 
 
 For most colors, participants were able to correctly identify the color contacted by 
each finger very well (> 90%) when the two fingers contacted different colors (Graph 
31). The exception was when the color red (10 Hz note) was contacted by the middle 
finger: it was identified 86% of the time. 
.  
Graph 31: Different Signals Played to Index/Middle Fingers 
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Overall accuracy and the variation between participants is given in Graph 32. 
Graph 32: Overall Results of Signals Played to Index/Middle Fingers 
 
4.3.6. Discussion 
 In the case of using one finger to identify the frequency of the signal that was 
played there was a small drop off using the new signals compared to the experiment in 
Section 4.2. Even though performance was somewhat poorer, these results must be 
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considered in conjunction with the results of the two finger exploration study. “Notes” 
are needed that can perform well in both single finger and two finger exploration. 
         As for identifying the colors/notes when two fingers were used: participants were 
able to do a much better job at identifying when the same signals were being played to 
both fingers as compared to the previous study in Section 2.2. Participants were able to 
identify the same signal correctly 93.3% of the time with the new notes, compared to 
only 71.6% of the time with the original notes (Graph 33).   
Graph 33: Simultaneous Same Frequency 
 
 Graphs 30-32 showed that participants who were blind or visually impaired were 
easily able to identify each of the colors/notes played to either finger. Somewhat better 
performance was found for the index finger as compared to the middle finger. This is 
thought to be a result of participants having received feedback throughout testing to their 
index finger. As a result, they have more experience in identifying the frequency played 
to their index finger. However, the difference was small. Overall, participants were able 
to identify the frequencies that were played to both of their fingers approximately 90.3% 
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of the time. For the main experiment, to try and help participants who did have some 
difficulty identifying the color/note contacted by a finger, participants could hear the 
name of the color contacted if they lifted their finger off the screen. 
         It should also be noted that performance in identifying colors/notes was 
approximately equivalent (if not slightly higher) than with audio cues. This will have 
relevance for the interpretation of the results from the main experiment. 
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5. Main Study 
 Each feedback condition, involved testing with one garden room map and one 
overall map. A given map was never used for more than one condition. 
5.1 Conditions 
Table 7: Methods Used to Search Maps 
Method 
Number 
Method Name Number 
of Fingers 
Timbre Ear(s) Finger 
Location 
1 One Finger One Ear One Timbre 1 -- --   
2 Two Fingers One Ear Two Timbre 2 Different Same   
3 Two Fingers Two Ears Same Timbre 2 Same Differen
t                                      
  
  
4 Two Fingers Two Ears Different 
Timbre 
2 Different Differen
t 
  
5 One Finger Single Hand One Touch 1     - 
6 Two Finger Single Hand Two Touch 2     Index, middle, 
adjacent 
7 Two Finger Two Hands Two Touch 2     Index each 
hand 
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The experimental set-up for the audio feedback (Methods 1-4) and vibration 
feedback (Methods 5-7) was described in detail in Section 2. The details of the selection 
of the parameters was described in Sections 3 and 4, with the resultant parameter set 
(from the last experiment of the series of pilot studies) given in those sections. 
5.2 Maps 
Two different types of maps were used to assess performance: overall maps and 
individual garden maps. Details of the maps and how they were created are given in 
Section 2.  The overall map is meant to portray the relation between different areas of the 
function space (for this experiment, different garden areas) at a high level: without details 
about pathways and what is in the room. The individual garden maps are meant to portray 
the details that would be helpful when an individual is exploring.  
 To minimize learning effects, a different overall map and individual garden map 
was used for each method. The maps for each method were randomly selected from a 
pool of 7 overall maps and 7 individual garden maps without replacement. 
To define the edges of the maps, rather than using audio or vibration feedback, a physical 
screen protector was affixed to the tablet, with a cut out located where the map was to be 
displayed. This allowed users to determine the edges of the map by the tactile edge of the 
screen protector cut out (Figures 5.1 and 5.2) 
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Figure 5.1: iPad with screen protector cut-out defining map edge 
 
Figure 5.2: Android table with screen protector cut-out defining map edge 
                 
5.3 Question Development 
         Questions were developed based on information an actual visitor to the given area 
of the Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden may ask. These focused primarily on spatial 
relationships between features. For example, for an overall map a question was: “you are 
somewhere in the Blue garden, which garden(s) must you pass through to go directly to 
the Red garden?” For a garden room map, a question was: how many benches are near 
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the fountain? Questions concerning point to point navigation were not asked as these 
questions are already efficiently provided through real-time audio instructions. 
Some questions required more details about spatial information, such as those that 
require the participant to recognize the shape of a garden on the overall map. The 
questions for both the overall maps and the garden room maps are given in Table 8. The 
features and spatial relations were sometimes adjusted between garden maps so that the 
answer would be valid for the particular map in question. The full description of these 
variables is given in the Appendix (6.3). 
Table 8: Questions Asked for Overall and Individual Maps 
Overall Map 
Question Number Question 
1 Buildings are indicated by the color white. How many buildings are there in 
the map? 
2 What is the overall shape of the <color> garden? 
3 Is the <color> garden <wider/taller> than the <color> garden? 
4 Is the <color> garden next to the <color> garden? 
5 Which garden is closer to the <color> garden, the <color> garden or the 
<color> garden? 
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6 How many gardens are to the <right/left> of the entire <color> garden? 
7 How many gardens are <above/below> the entire <color> garden? 
8 You are somewhere in the <color> garden. Which garden(s) MUST you pass 
through to go directly to the <color> garden? 
9 Which gardens are between the <color> garden and the <color> garden? 
10 What is the overall shape of the <color> garden? 
Individual Garden Map 
Question Number Question 
11 Benches are indicated by the color yellow. How many benches are on the 
map? 
12 Buildings are indicated by the color white. How many buildings are there on 
the map? 
13 Which path(s) have the most <benches/POI>? 
14 How many POIs are adjacent to <feature/color>? 
15 What points of interest <surround/are adjacent to/ are inside/ are along> the 
<feature/specified individual feature>? 
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16 Following paths, that is to say, no stepping on the grass or flowers but 
assuming buildings are one large room, if you are at the <upper left/lower left> 
corner, find the closest bench. 
17 Following paths, that is to say, no stepping on the grass or flowers but 
assuming buildings are one large room, if you are at the <upper right/upper 
left/lower left> corner, find the closest <bench/POI> if you cannot use the 
stairs. 
18 Following paths that is to say, no stepping on the grass or flowers but 
assuming buildings are one large room, how many direct paths are there to get 
from <one path or feature> to <any exit/any entrance/to the next>. 
19 The next two questions will simulate your potential usage of the map while 
you are exploring the gardens. If you will allow me to, I will move one of your 
fingers to a point of interest. Imagine that this is like you have found the YOU 
ARE HERE SYMBOL on the map. This could be like you were exploring the 
garden without a map and now want to see what is around you. 
Could you tell me what is nearby the <specific point of interest> point of 
interest on the pathway(s). 
20 Could you tell me what is nearby the <specific point of interest> point of 
interest on the pathway(s). 
 
5.4. Participants 
 There was a total of ten participants. All were either blind or visually impaired. 
Table 9: Information Gathered From Participants 
Subject Level of 
Blindness 
Age of 
Onset 
Read 
Braille 
(Hands 
Used) 
Experience 
With 
Tactile 
Graphics 
Visited 
Botanical 
Gardens 
Dominate 
Hand 
1 legally blind birth no none no right 
2 total blind after 6 yes (1) expert no right 
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3 total blind birth yes (2) none no right 
4 legally blind after 6 yes (1) none yes right 
5 legally blind after 6 no none no right 
6 total blind birth yes (2) none no right 
7 legally blind birth yes (2) none yes right 
8 total blind after 6 yes (2) expert no right 
9 total blind birth yes (2) expert no left 
10 total blind before 6 yes (2) expert no right 
 
 
5.5. Experimental Design 
 The experiment compared the performance of participants using the seven 
different methods of accessing the map information on a tablet. Trials were blocked on 
audio methods (Methods 1-4) on one testing day and tactile methods (Methods 5-7) on 
the other day. The order in which the modalities were used (day 1 versus day 2) was 
counterbalanced across participants. Testing was not done on the same day to minimize 
participant fatigue. The two testing days were never more than a few days apart. 
         Within each modality block, the methods (either 1-4 or 5-7) were assessed in an 
order counterbalanced across participants. For each method, participants were always 
required to train and test with an overall map first and then train and test on an individual 
garden map. For each participant, the overall map to be used for a given method was 
randomly selected from 7 different overall maps, without replacement. This was also true 
for the individual garden maps. This was to minimize learning effects and avoid any 
spurious results due to correlations between method and map. 
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         10 questions were asked for each of the maps as described in Table 8. The 
questions were always asked in order. The answer for each question and the total 
response time for answering all questions was recorded.  It was felt appropriate to use the 
total response time as some participants may choose to explore the map more upfront to 
make it easier to answer later questions whereas other participants may not. After the 
experiment was complete, the answers to the questions were scored as either correct or 
incorrect based on pre-determined answers before data collection began.  “Variables” in 
the question were chosen for each map so that they actually existed and were not 
ambiguous. 
5.6. Experimental Procedure 
 The procedure for testing each method was similar between methods: (1) 
participants were given time to be familiar with the tablet interface and any hardware 
needed for that method (i.e., headphones or tactile rings), (2) they were then trained on 
what audio or tactile note corresponded to each color, (3) they were given a practice 
overall map and required to answer a set of five practice questions, (4) they were then 
given the test overall map and required to answer the ten questions specified in Table 8 
for that particular map, (5) they were then given a practice individual garden map and 
required to answer a set of five practice questions, and (6) they were then given the test 
individual garden map and required to answer the ten questions specified in Table 8 for 
that particular map. 
         Participants with residual vision were blindfolded throughout the experiment. The 
tablet that was used remained flat on a desk in front of a participant when they explored 
it. As described in Section 2, an iPad with headphones was used to provide the audio 
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feedback and an Android tablet (Nexus 10) with custom ring-type vibrators was used to 
provide the vibration feedback. In both cases, if the participant lifted their finger off the 
tablet, the color/feature that could be found under the finger on the map was spoken. 
Participants were encouraged to take breaks when they wished to avoid fatigue. 
5.6.1. Familiarization 
The participant was asked to reach out and contact the tablet. They were then 
required to explore the tablet with their hands to feel the border of the map defined by the 
screen protector. After this was completed, they were asked to show the experimenter 
what direction on the tablet was up, down, left and right to ensure the participant had a 
proper sense of direction.  If they were not correct, the directions were demonstrated to 
them and they were allowed to explore further. They were then tested again until they had 
a correct sense of direction.  
5.6.2. Feedback Cue Learning 
The cue training map consisted of six even sized squares with each square 
represented by a different color. For the Nexus 7 Android tablet the map was presented 
with two rows and three columns; for the iPad the map was presented with three rows and 
two columns (Figures 5.3 and 5.4). The participant was then told the layout of the map 
with the number of columns and rows. With the participant pointing with one finger, the 
experimenter guided the participant’s hand to have the finger contact each of the six 
colors, in turn, and told the associated color corresponding to the cue (either audio or 
tactile).  Once completed, participants were allowed to explore the map themselves, 
raising their finger to hear the color label spoken when needed, until they felt confident of 
being able to identify the cue associated with each color.  
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Figure 5.3: Initial Map Displayed on iPad 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Initial Map Displayed on Android 
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 Then, the experimenter tested the participant randomly placing the participant’s 
finger on different colors and then asking the participant to identify the color their finger 
was on (without raising their finger to hear the speech feedback). Once the experimenter 
felt confident the participant could correctly identify each color, the participant was 
allowed to move on to the next part of the protocol. 
         If the exploration/feedback method used a single finger to explore garden maps, 
the participant then moved on to explore the Practice Overall Gardens Map (Section 
5.6.3). However, if the exploration/feedback method involved using two fingers, the 
participant would continue training with the Cue Training Map. This time, the participant 
had two fingers guided by the experimenter to two of the six colors. If needed, they were 
given the colors that each of the fingers contacted. This was repeated until the participant 
became confident identifying the colors using the selected two finger method. The 
experimenter then tested the participant by placing each of the two fingers randomly on 
different colors. When the experimenter felt confident the participant could easily 
identify each of the colors with their cues, the experiment proceeded to the next part of 
the protocol, practice with an overall garden map.  
 
5.6.3. Practice Overall Gardens Map 
 For practicing with an overall map, the participant was told that each of the colors 
represented a different garden and the gardens would be of different shapes and sizes. 
They were also told that the only color that did not represent a garden was white, which 
represented a building; there could be one or more buildings of different shapes and sizes. 
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The participant was then allowed to begin exploring the map. When they explored the 
map, they were asked a set of five questions about it. 
Figure 5.5: Practice Overall Map Questions 
 
Figure 5.6: Practice Overall Gardens Map 
 
 
 The same practice overall map and five questions were used for all of the different 
exploration/feedback methods tested. The correctness of the answers or the time it took to 
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answer the questions were not recorded. After the practice overall map had been explored 
and each question had been answered, the experiment proceeded to the next part of the 
protocol, testing performance with an overall garden map using the given method. 
 
5.6.4 Testing with an Overall Gardens Map 
 For this test, the participant was presented with a unique overall map for each 
method used, randomly selected (without replacement) from a set of 7 overall maps. The 
participants were asked a set of ten questions (Questions 1-10 in Table 2), in order, for 
each map and were required to provide an answer. After they answered a question, they 
proceeded to the next one. The time it took for participants to complete all of the 
questions was timed. If a participant forgot what a particular cue represented, they were 
not allowed to be reminded by the experimenter.  However, they could lift their finger to 
hear the color spoken. 
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Figure 5.7: 10 Questions asked Overall Map E 
 
Figure 5.8: Overall Gardens Map E 
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5.6.5. Practice Individual Garden Map 
 This practice time was used to introduce the participant to the appearance of an 
individual garden map and learn the association between the colors and garden features. 
Before the participant was allowed to explore the map, they were provided with an 
explanation of what each color represented for an individual garden map. They were told: 
“the color red represents stairs, the color blue represents points of interest, the color gray 
represents pathways, the color yellow represents benches, the color green represents 
gardens, while the color white still represents buildings. Note that all the shades of blue 
(including purple) in the below image are felt as a single “blue cue” and have the label 
“blue”. The purpose of this was to allow for the tester to easily identify the correct point 
of interest for “you are here” questions (Figure 5.11, Question 9 and 10)  Participants 
were then told they were allowed to begin exploring the map.  
Figure 5.9: Practice Individual Map Questions 
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Figure 5.10: Practice Individual Garden Map 
 
 When exploring the map, the participant was asked a set of five questions about 
the Practice Individual Garden Map. The same practice map and five questions were used 
for all of the different exploration/feedback methods tested. The correctness of the 
answers or the time it took to answer the questions were not recorded. However, 
participants were allowed to be reminded what each color meant while they explored the 
map. After the practice individual garden map had been explored and each question had 
been answered, the experiment proceeded to the next part of the protocol, testing 
performance with an individual garden map using the given method. 
 
5.6.6. Individual Garden Map 
 For this test, the participant was presented with a unique individual garden map 
for each method used, randomly selected (without replacement) from a set of 7 overall 
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maps. The participants were asked a set of ten questions (Questions 11-20 in Table 2), in 
order, for each map and were required to provide an answer. After they answered a 
question, they proceeded to the next one. The time it took for participants to complete all 
of the questions was timed.  If a participant forgot what a particular cue represented, they 
were not allowed to be reminded by the experimenter.  However, they could lift their 
finger to hear the color spoken. 
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Figure 5.11: 10 Questions Asked for Individual Gillette Garden Map 
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Figure 5.12: Individual Garden Map The Gillette Garden Map 
 
 
 Once all the questions for the Individual Garden Map had been completed they 
were asked a usability survey about the particular method they just used. They were then 
provided with a thirty minute break until the start of the next method. This was repeated 
until all seven methods had been tested.  
  
5.7. Statistical Methods 
 General estimated equations were used in SPSS to model the correctness of the 
responses and the total response time per map. The outcome of answering a question 
correctly was modeled by a binary logistic function. The outcome for the response time 
was modeled as a Poisson distribution with a log link function. The outcome for the 
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system usability survey (SUS) was modeled by a normal distribution with an identity link 
function.  
 The models included between subject effects of: Blindness (congenitally blind 
versus adventitiously blind) and tactile experience (none to some versus experienced). 
We defined congenital blindness as anyone who became blind below the age of 6, as 
most individuals are not likely to use visual graphics for tasks until they start school 
(Hatwell, 2003; Heller, 2000; Millar 1994). As for tactile experience, we defined 
experienced as someone who has used tactile graphics consistently for the past five years 
or more. While all others defined as none to some. This was done since research 
conducted by Ferro (2018), who split tactile experience into three groups (none to some, 
moderate, and experienced), found there was no significant difference in performance 
between the none to some and moderate groups. While the experienced group performed 
significantly better than both groups.    
 The models for the general statistical analysis also included within subject effects 
of: Modality or Method (as they are correlated, only one or the other variable could be 
used in any model) and Map Type. More specific analysis on subsets of the was also 
performed where Map Type was replaced with specific groupings of questions to 
compare performance between methods when spatial information is used in different 
ways. This involved questions about shape (Shape Q), how many are there (Group 1), 
what is around a location (Group 2), and finding a location following a path (Group 3). 
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5.8. Results 
5.8.1. Within Factors: Modality, Method, and Map Type 
To begin with, we will only look at the within factors from the experimental 
design as the number of subjects was small as the focus of the experimental design was 
the within factors. Later, we will include between factors to investigate any serendipitous 
effects.  The within factors of interest are: modality, method and map type and their 
interactions. Because modality and method ended up being collinear factors, they were 
modeled separately, each with map type. 
The modality/map type model was of interest as it was one way to compare 
performance with audio cues versus tactile cues. However, it should be noted that 
somewhat different methods were used with auditory cues than with tactile cues. For the 
models of the percent correct and response time, only the map type was significant (p < 
0.001 for both models). However, showing the mean responses (Graphs 34 and 35) is still 
of interest as a function of modality. For the system usability (SUS score) as a function of 
modality/map type, modality was a significant factor (p = 0.001); subjects found using 
audio cues to be significantly more usable than tactile feedback (Graph 36). 
 
Graph 34: Effect of Modality on Accuracy of Response 
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Graph 35: Effect of Modality on Response Time 
 
Graph 36: The Effect of Modality on SUS Score 
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The mean responses of the output variables as a function of map type are shown 
in Graphs 37 and 38: users were quicker and more correct in answering the questions 
relating to the overall maps. System usability was not compared as the map type is 
dependent on the detail of the data needed and is not a choice of method. 
Graph 37: Effect of Map Type on Accuracy 
 
 
Graph 38: Effect of Map Type on Response Time 
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The method/map type model was of interest as it relates to many of the 
questions posed in the introduction: such as a more one on one way of comparing similar 
audio and tactile methods and in comparing the use of one finger to two fingers.  The 
method was not a significant factor in the model of correct responses but was for the 
model of the response time (p < 0.001). Both the map type (p < 0.001 for both) and the 
method * map type interaction (p = 0.015 and p = 0.043, respectively) were significant 
for both the correct responses and response time. The effect of method is most clearly 
revealed in a description of the means for the different methods as a function of map type 
(Graphs 39 and 40). We are only interested on comparing methods within map type and 
so have not indicated significant effects across map types. 
Graph 39: Effect of Method on Accuracy for the Different Map Types 
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Graph 40: Effect of Method on Response Time 
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For system usability using the SUS scores, the effect of Method is shown in 
Graph 41. Method 1 had a significantly higher SUS score than all other methods. Method 
3 also had a significantly higher SUS score than Method 5 (Graph 41). 
Graph 41: Effect of Method on SUS Score 
 
 
5.8.2. Between Factors: Blindness and Tactile Experience 
It should be noted ahead of time that caution should be used when interpreting 
any results for these factors due to the small number of participants in each group: 
 No or Only Some Experience 
with Tactile Graphics 
Experts with Tactile 
Graphics 
Congenitally Blind 4 2 
Adventitiously Blind 2 2 
 
First, the models of the accuracy of response and response time were redone for 
the modality/map type model, including the between subject factors of blindness and 
tactile experience. The effects included in the model were: all main effects, all two-way 
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interactions and the two three-way interactions that included both modality and map type 
with either blindness or tactile experience. In this model, the main effect of modality 
(Graph 34) was found to be statistically significant (p < 0.001) for accuracy of the 
response but not for response time. The main effect of map type was also statistically 
significant (p < 0.001). 
More relevant in this new model are the examination of the potential effects of 
blindness and tactile experience of the user. The main effects of both factors were not 
significant for accuracy of the responses but were for response time (p = 0.008 and p < 
0.001, respectively) and the SUS score (p < 0.001 and p = 0.001, respectively).  
     Graph 42: Effect of Blindness on Response Accuracy 
  
 
Graph 43: Effect of Blindness on Response Time 
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Graph 44: The Effect of Blindness on SUS Score 
 
  
Graph 45: Effect of Tactile Experience on Response Accuracy 
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Graph 46: Effect of Tactile Experience on Response Time 
 
Graph 47: The Effect of Tactile Experience on SUS Score 
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The interaction term of blindness * tactile experience was also significant for the 
output variable of response time (p < 0.001), with congenitally blind users with 
significant tactile experience responding much quicker than the other groups (and for 
similar accuracy levels). 
Graph 48: The Effect of the Interaction of Blindness and Tactile Experience on Time 
 
It is also of interest to examine how the interaction terms of either blindness or 
tactile experience interact with modality, map type and the interaction of both. This may 
suggest different modalities be used by different users. 
For blindness, the interaction term with modality was significant for accuracy of 
the response (p = 0.004, Graph 49). No interaction terms for tactile experience were 
significant.  
Graph 49: The Effect of Modality on Response Accuracy as a Function of a User’s 
Blindness 
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For interaction terms of blindness or tactile experience with either map type or a 
modality*map type interaction, the terms were significant only for either blindness or 
tactile experience interacting with map type. As these effects are best understood in terms 
of the context of the question being asked, data will be presented later in the chapter 
when the effects on specific types of questions for these map types are examined. 
Next, the models of the accuracy of response and response time were redone for 
the method/map type model, including the between subject factors of blindness and 
tactile experience. The effects included in the model were: all main effects, all two-way 
interactions and the two three-way interactions that included both method and map type 
with either blindness or tactile experience. In this model, the main effect of method and 
map type were now found to be statistically significant (p < 0.001 and p = 0.04, 
respectively) for accuracy of the response (Graph 39). Whether the main effects of 
blindness or tactile experience or their interaction were significant remained unchanged 
from the analysis involving modality; mean values for these effects are given on Graphs 
42-47. 
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It is also of interest to examine how the interaction terms of either blindness or 
tactile experience interact with method, map type and the interaction of both. This may 
suggest different methods be used by different users. 
For blindness, the interaction term with method was significant for response 
accuracy (p < 0.001), response time (p < 0.001) and SUS score (p < 0.001). For tactile 
experience, the interaction term with method was also significant for response accuracy 
(p < 0.001), response time (p < 0.001) and SUS score (p < 0.001).  
Graph 50: The Effect of Method on Response Accuracy as a Function of a User’s 
Blindness 
 
 Method 1 Congenital (*) is significant over method 5 congenitally blind. Method 
4 Congenital (**) is significant over method 5 for both adventitiously and congenitally 
blind. Method 1 (#) and Method 3 (###) Adventitious are significant over method 7 
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adventitiously blind. Method 2 (##) and Method 4 (####) Adventitious are significant 
over methods 6 and 7 adventitiously blind.  
 
Graph 51: The Effect of Method on Response Time as a Function of a User’s Blindness 
 
 Method 1 Congenital (*) was significantly quicker than methods 4, 6, and 7 
congenitally blind and all adventitiously blind methods. Methods 2 (**) and 3 (***) 
Congenital is significantly quicker than methods 4, 5, 6, and 7 congenitally blind and all 
adventitiously blind methods. Methods 5 (#), 6 (##), and 7 (###) Congenital are 
significantly quicker than methods 6 and 7 for the adventitiously blind.  
 Method 3 Adventitious (&) was significantly quicker than methods 1, 4, and 7 for 
the adventitiously blind. Method 4 Adventitious (&&) is significantly quicker than 
method seven adventitiously blind. While Method 5 Adventitious (&&&) is significantly 
quicker than methods 1 and 7 for the adventitiously blind (Graph 51). 
 
Graph 52: The Effect of Method on the SUS score as a Function of a User’s Blindness 
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Method 1 congenitally blind (*) is significant over all the other methods except for the 
adventitiously blind Method 1. Method 3 congenitally blind (**) is significant over all the 
adventitiously blind methods except for Method 1, it is also significant over the 
congenitally blind Methods 2 and 5. Method 7 congenitally blind (***) is significant over 
both the adventitiously and congenitally blind Method 5. For the adventitiously blind 
methods, only Method 1 was significant over Method 5 (Graph 52).   
 
 
Graph 53: The Effect of Method on Response Accuracy as a Function of a User’s Tactile 
Experience 
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Graph 54: The Effect of Method on Response Time as a Function of a User’s Tactile 
Experience 
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 For those with little to no tactile experience Method 5 (&) is significant over 
method 4 no tactile experience. As for those with tactile experience, Methods 1 (*), 4 (#), 
and 6 (###) are significant over all non-experience methods except method 1. Methods 2 
(**) and 3 (***) are significant over all other methods for non-experienced and 
experienced. While Method 5 (##) is significant over all non-experience methods. 
Method 7 (@) is significant over none-experienced methods 3, 4, 5, and 7. Method 4 (#) 
is also significant over experienced method 7 (Graph 54).  
 
Graph 55: The Effect of Method on the SUS score as a Function of a User’s Tactile 
Experience 
 
 The SUS score for those with tactile experience showed Method 1 (*) is 
significantly better than all other methods except for those with tactile experience method 
7 and those without tactile experience method 1. Method 3 (**) with tactile experience is 
also significant over methods 5 and 6 with tactile experience, and methods 3,4,5,6, and 7 
without tactile experience. Method 4 (***) is significant over method 2 with tactile 
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experience. While Method 5 (****) is significant over methods 5 expert and over 
methods 3, 4, 5, and 7 without tactile experience.  
 For those who have little to no tactile experience, Method 1 (#) is significant over 
methods 3 and 5 that did not have tactile experience. Method 2 (##) is also significant 
over methods 3 and 5 as well as methods 4 and 7 without tactile experience. Method 4 
(###) is also significant over method 7 without tactile experience (Graph 55).  
For interaction terms of blindness or tactile experience with either map type or a 
method*map type interaction, the blindness * map type term was significant for response 
time (p = 0.028), the blindness * method * map type interaction was significant for 
response accuracy and response time (both p < 0.001), the tactile experience * map type 
was significant for response time (p = 0.001), and the tactile experience * method * map 
type was significant for response accuracy (p < 0.001). As these effects are best 
understood in terms of the context of the question being asked, data will be presented 
later in the chapter when the effects on specific types of questions for these map types are 
examined. 
  
5.8.3. Shape Questions (Overall Maps) 
The two shape questions were questions that explicitly asked about the shape of a 
garden in the overall map: “What is the shape of the GREEN garden?”.  A model was 
constructed for the metrics that compared the questions that asked explicitly about shape 
to all other questions for the overall maps. As the response time was not recorded per 
question, only a statistical model of the accuracy of the response was constructed. A 
model was first constructed using modality and all other factors, and then one using 
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method and all other factors. The factors were: modality or method, whether an explicit 
shape question, blindness and tactile experience. The effects included in the model were: 
all main effects, all two-way interactions and the two three-way interactions that included 
both modality/method and whether a shape question with either blindness or tactile 
experience. 
In both models, the main effect of whether the question was a Shape Question 
showed that questions not asking about the shape of the garden were answered 
significantly better than questions asking the shape of a garden (Graph 56).  
Graph 56: Shape Questions 
 
For the model involving modality only: shape (p < 0.001), modality (p = 0.043), 
blindness * modality (p < 0.001), tactile experience * modality (p < 0.001) and shape * 
blindness * modality (p = 0.018) were significant.  The comparison of the means between 
shape questions and the others are given above in Graph 56. The effect on the accuracy of 
answering shape versus no shape questions, as a function of blindness and modality and 
tactile experience and modality are given in Graph 57 and 58 respectively. 
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Graph 57: Effect of Whether Shape Questions on Response Accuracy as a 
Function Blindness and Modality 
 
Graph 58: Effect of Whether Shape Questions on Response Accuracy as a 
Function of Tactile Experience and Modality 
 
 
For the model involving method only: the main effects of both method and shape 
were significant (p < 0.001 in both cases), two way interaction effects of method with all 
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other factors were significant (p < 0.001 for interactions with shape, blindness and tactile 
experience), and three-way interactions of method * shape with both blindness (p = 
0.011) and tactile experience (p < 0.001). 
The effect of the method used on the accuracy of the response for questions 
explicitly involving shape and those that do not are given in Graph 59. Method only 
seems to have an effect on accuracy for those questions not explicitly involving shape. 
Graph 59: The Effect of Method on Response Accuracy as a function of whether a Shape 
Question or non-Shape Question 
 
The effect of the method used on the accuracy of the response for questions 
explicitly involving shape and those that do not as a function of blindness is given in 
Graphs 60, 61, 62 and 63. For the congenitally blind, the trends in performance for the 
difference methods appears to be different for the questions explicitly involving shape 
(Graph 61) and those that do not (Graph 60). 
Graph 60: Effect of Congenitally Blindness on Response Accuracy for the non-Shape 
Questions 
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Graph 61: Effect of Congenitally Blindness on Response Accuracy for the Shape 
Questions 
 
For the adventitiously blind, the trends in performance for the difference methods appears 
to be different for the questions explicitly involving shape (Graph 63) and those that do 
not (Graph 62). However, the trends are different than for the congenitally blind. 
Graph 62: Effect of Adventitious Blindness on Response Accuracy for the non-Shape 
Questions 
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Graph 63: Effect of Adventitious Blindness on Response Accuracy for the Shape 
Questions 
 
The effect of the method used on the accuracy of the response for questions 
explicitly involving shape and those that do not as a function of tactile experience is 
given in Graphs 64, 65, 66 and 67. For those with little to no tactile experience, the trends 
in performance for the difference methods appears to be different for the questions 
explicitly involving shape (Graph 65) and those that do not (Graph 64). 
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Graph 64: Effect of Having No Tactile Experience on Response Accuracy for the non-
Shape Questions 
 
Graph 65: Effect of Having No Tactile Experience on Response Accuracy for the Shape 
Questions 
 
For those with significant tactile experience, the trends in performance for the 
difference methods appears to be different for the questions explicitly involving shape 
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(Graph 67) and those that do not (Graph 66). However, the trends are different than for 
those with no to little tactile experience. 
 
Graph 66: Effect of Having Significant Tactile Experience on Response Accuracy for the 
non-Shape Questions 
 
Graph 67: Effect of Having Significant Tactile Experience on Response Accuracy for the 
Shape Questions 
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5.8.4. Spatial Questions (Individual Maps) 
This analysis compared performance for different types of questions for the 
individual maps that required different amounts and, likely, different types of spatial 
cognition. The three groups of questions that were examined were: Group 1, counting the 
number of features in the map (Questions 11 and 12); Group 2, describing a feature that 
is around a location on a map (questions 14, 15, 19 and 20); and Group 3, finding a path 
from one location to another (Questions 16 and 17).  An example of a Group 1 question 
is: “Benches are indicated by the color yellow. How many benches are on the map?”. 
Examples of Group 2 type questions are: “ How many points of interest are adjacent to 
the stairs?” and (when having a finger moved to point at a location) “could you tell me 
what is nearby on the pathway?”. An example of a Group 3 question is: “Following the 
paths, that is to say, no stepping on the grass or flowers but assuming buildings are one 
large room, of you are at the lower left corner, find the closest bench”.  
A model was constructed for the metrics that compared the questions that asked in 
the three groups for individual maps. As the response time was not recorded per question, 
only a statistical model of the accuracy of the response was constructed. A model was 
first constructed using modality and all other factors, and then one using method and all 
other factors. The factors were: modality or method, question group, blindness and tactile 
experience. The effects included in the model were: all main effects, all two-way 
interactions and the two three-way interactions that included both modality/method and 
question group with either blindness or tactile experience. 
In both models, the main effect of question group was significant (Graph 68).  
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Graph 68: Spatial Groups Questions 
 
 For the model involving modality only: the main effects of both modality and 
question group were significant (p < 0.001 in both cases), two-way interaction effects of 
modality with blindness and tactile experience (p < 0.001 for both), and three-way 
interaction of modality, question group and tactile experience (p = 0.039).  As our focus 
is on examining how performance varies with question group, we will only look at the 
effects of: question group (Graph 68), question group and modality (Graph 69, despite 
the effect not being significant, it is still of interest) 
Graph 69: Effect of Modality on Response Accuracy for Different Types of Spatial 
Questions 
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As there were not easily discernable trends in Graph 69, graphs of the 3 way 
interactions were not included as they are expected to be even more difficult to interpret. 
For the model involving method only: the main effects of both method and 
question group were significant (p < 0.001 in both cases), two-way interaction effects of 
method with all other factors were significant (p < 0.001 for interactions with question 
group and blindness, p = 0.006 for interaction with tactile experience), and three-way 
interactions of method * questions group with both blindness and tactile experience (p < 
0.001 for both). Only the terms involving question group are of interest here, as the other 
factors have been analyzed more generally. 
The effect of the method used on the accuracy of the response for questions in the 
different question groups is given in Graph 70. Method only seems to have an effect on 
accuracy for those questions not explicitly involving shape.  
 
Graph 70:  Effect of Method on Response Accuracy for Different Types of Spatial 
Questions 
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Comparing within question groups only (across methods): in Group 1, the 
comparison of Method 4($$) and Method 6 ($$$) to Method 5 is significant. In Group 3 
the comparison of Method 2($) to Method 7 is significant. Comparing within methods 
(between question groups), in Method 2, the comparison of the accuracy of group 1 
questions to group 2 questions and group 3 questions to both group 1 and 2 questions are 
significant; in Method 3; in Method 4, the comparison of the accuracy to group1 
questions to group 2 questions is significant; in Method 5, the comparison of the accuracy 
of group 2 questions to group 3 question is significant; in Method 6, the comparison of 
the accuracy to group1 questions to group 2 questions is significant. As there were not 
easily discernable trends in Graph 70, graphs of the 3 way interactions were not included 
as they are expected to be even more difficult to interpret. 
 Despite the effects of blindness and tactile experience on spatial questions not 
being significant, they are still of interest (Graphs 71 and 72). 
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Graph 71: Effect of Blindness on Response Accuracy for Different Types of Spatial 
Questions 
 
Graph 72: Effect of Tactile Experience on Response Accuracy for Different Types of 
Spatial Questions 
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5.9. Discussion 
5.9.1. Within Effects of Mode, Method, and Map Type on Performance 
 Modality, Main Effect: When looking at the main effect of modality on response 
accuracy, response time and SUS scores, the only metric which showed a statistically 
significant difference in performance as a function of modality was the SUS scores: 
participants preferred using audio methods over tactile methods. This may have been, as 
most participants commented, because the tactile cues were more difficult to distinguish 
from one another compared to the audio cues. This was in spite of efforts to optimize 
perceptibility of all cues. However, it should be noted that the just noticeable difference 
in pitch is much smaller than for tactile frequency (approximately 0.5% compared to 
20%), which may explain this result.  
We cannot accept the null hypothesis for response accuracy and response time; 
however, given that the trend is for response accuracy to be higher and response time to 
be lower for audio cues than for tactile cues, this suggests that performance with audio 
cues is likely similar or better than with tactile cues (one of our key questions). However, 
it should be noted that somewhat different methods were used with auditory cues than 
with tactile cues, which could confound the results. We will also use alternative methods 
below, matching audio and tactile methods more closely, to compare performance 
between using audio and tactile cues. 
 Map Type, Main Effect: The main effect of map type was not so much of interest 
in terms of informing the choice of an assistive technology method for people who are 
blind or visually impaired, but in terms of how people who are blind or visually impaired 
process different types of spatial information. The overall maps and the individual maps 
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were very different structurally and in terms of the questions asked. Results showed that 
there was a statistically significant difference in the response accuracy as well as for the 
response time for the overall maps compared to the individual maps: response accuracy 
was higher and response time much lower for the questions involving the overall maps. 
This make sense because the overall maps typically contained fewer items than the 
individual maps and no items that were small and difficult to find as in the individual 
maps.: this enabled subjects to detect items more easily and quickly. How this informs 
how people who are blind process spatial information will be considered in more detail 
when we focus specifically on questions of shape and different types of spatial 
information (below). 
Modality and Map Type Interaction: This term of the models was not statistically 
significant and so the interaction was not further considered. What this suggests is that 
there does not appear to be any selective benefit of using different modalities for the 
different map types. This simplifies choosing the best method for people who are blind or 
visually impaired to use: if performance was significantly different, we might think of 
choosing different modalities for different types of information diagrams; however, this 
would require users to learn two different sets of cues, which would be a much heavier 
cognitive load. 
Method, Main Effect: The main effect of method was only significant for the 
model of the response time and SUS scores.  The most noticeable effect for the response 
time was that Method 3 was significantly faster than Methods 4-7. However, the meaning 
of this result is unclear. 
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As for the SUS scores, there was a statistically significant difference between 
Method 1 and all other methods: the single fingered exploration with audio cues was 
found to be significantly more usable than the other methods. This is consistent with 
statements from participants that they felt that Method 1 was easiest to use. Combined 
with Method 1 showing a trend as being one of the methods with the highest accuracy 
(56%) and lowest response time (670 sec) suggests that this should be the preferred 
method for access by BVIs to spatial map information, in the absence of other factors 
such as the blindness condition of the user, experience with tactile graphics and question 
type. 
Participants also stated that they felt that the single fingered exploration with 
tactile cues would have been just as easy to use if the cues were more discriminable. This 
seems to suggest that the difference in performance between using audio and tactile 
feedback is the difference in discrimination abilities in the two domains and not how the 
information is integrated with the kinesthetic feedback from the exploring hand. This is 
potentially supported by the result that Method 3 (audio cues for two fingers to two 
separate ears) despite the additional complexity of providing cues for a second finger, 
was also found to be significantly better than Method 5 (tactile cues for one finger). 
However, it is unclear whether the poorer performance accuracy of Method 5 (44%) 
would also improve with more effective tactile cues. 
 Method and Map Type Interaction: This term of the models was statistically 
significant for both response accuracy and response time. It did not exist for the SUS 
scores, because they were not recorded as a function of Map Type.  In terms of the 
overall maps (overview maps), Method 1 (single finger, audio) had the best response 
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accuracy, which was statistically significant in its difference from Method 2 (two fingers, 
two instruments same ear) and Method 5 (single finger, tactile). However, this trend was, 
in some ways, opposite for the individual maps: although there was not a statistically 
significant difference between Method 1 and the other methods. The best method was 
Method 4 (two fingers, two instruments different ears), but it was only statistically 
significant in its difference from Method 5. Although not statistically significant, for both 
types of maps, the trend was for Method 5 (single finger, tactile) to perform the poorest.  
 The performance of the different methods in terms of responses time did not 
correlate with the expectations from previous results (Burch and Pawluk, 2011) that 
higher response accuracy would also correlate with lower response time. Method 1 did 
not have better response times than the other methods, but did not have statistically worse 
times either. Only Method 3 (two fingers, same instrument different ears) was statistically 
significant in its difference from Methods 4-7: it allowed for quicker response times.  
 Method 1 (single finger, audio) seemed to have the best performance and ease of 
use of all methods for overall maps. This is potentially because these types of maps have 
less spatial detail and with cues for a single finger easier to use, it is easier to construct a 
cognitive map. It should be noted that this advantage appears to disappear for individual 
maps: where the use of two fingers simultaneously may provide a benefit that begins to 
make up for the difficulty of attending to multiple cues simultaneously. 
 Method 5 (single finger, tactile) seemed to have the poorest performance and ease 
of use of all the methods. Past research (Burch and Pawluk, 2011) has attributed the 
better performance with provide tactile cues to two fingers due to the ability to take 
advantage of parallel processing of material properties across fingers. However, how it 
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relates to the different audio methods is less clear. For the tactile methods, tactile 
feedback is collocated directly to the exploring finger. For the audio methods, we expect 
the audio cues to be separated into audio streams correlated to the different fingers; 
however, they are not collocated with them. Collocating audio streams in space to the 
fingers is unlikely to succeed, as with touch, as human audition would not be accurate 
enough to separate the location of the two fingers in space. 
 We can also begin to answer the research questions posed at the beginning of this 
thesis with these results. 
Question 1: Can the use of simple sonified cues with kinesthetic information work as 
effectively as using tactile cues with kinesthetic information? There are several 
different comparisons between Methods that we can examine to draw this conclusion. All 
audio methods can be compared to all tactile methods (modality comparison). However, 
it should be noted that somewhat different methods were used with auditory cues than 
with tactile cues, which could confound the results. The alternative is to only compare 
those methods that are directly similar between the two modalities: Method 1 and 5 (one 
finger), and Method 3 and 6 (two fingers of same hand, spatial separation of feedback 
only). However, these comparisons are limited in that they do not take into account that 
there are some audio feedback cues (timbre) that cannot be created for tactile cues. Thus, 
if timber was a benefit, it would be wrong not to conclude that this leads to a benefit of 
using audio cues. So, it may be appropriate to compare the “best” of the audio methods 
with the “best” of the tactile methods. However, it is difficult to define the “best” audio 
method as they were found to be not significantly different in response accuracy, and 
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only Methods 3 and 4 significantly different in response time. None of the tactile 
methods were significantly different in response accuracy or time. 
  The focus for this question is on the main effect of modality or method, as 
opposed to interaction effects with map type. This is because, unlike switching between 
methods within a modality, different hardware would need to be provided for audio 
versus tactile feedback and different cues would need to be taught for the features. This 
would make it unlikely that there would be any benefit to suggest the user switch 
modalities for different types of questions.   
For the main effect of modality, there was not a statistically significant difference 
in performance. However, given that the trend is for response accuracy to be higher (54% 
versus 49%) and response time to be lower for audio cues than for tactile cues (687 
versus 756 sec), this suggests that performance with audio cues is likely similar or better 
than with tactile cues (one of our key questions). Pairwise comparisons of Method 1 
(single finger, audio) and Method 5 (single finger, tactile) found that response accuracy 
was significantly different between the two (55% for Method 1 versus 44% for Method 
5), although there was no difference in response time.  Pairwise comparisons of Method 3 
(two fingers of same hand, spatial audio) and Method 6 (two fingers of same hand, spatial 
audio) found that response accuracy was not significantly difference between the two, but 
response time was (606 sec for Method 3 and 786 sec for Method 6).  All these results are 
consistent with performance being equal or better using auditory cues as compared to 
tactile cues. This is of significant benefit as battery power consumption on mobile 
devices is much less for generating sounds as compared to vibrations. If multiple fingers 
are used, the hardware is simpler and easily commercially available. 
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Question 2: Can the use of feedback of cues for two exploring fingers provide better 
performance, in general, than a single exploring finger? Does this depend on the 
modality? For tactile feedback methods, there was no statistically significant differences 
in performance measures (accuracy, response time) and ease of use amongst the three 
different methods. However, trends showed that response accuracy was higher for two 
fingered exploration compared to one fingered exploration, and that the difference 
increased when the individual maps were used (36% compared to 45%) as compared to 
the overall maps (53% compared to 57%). This is consistent with the hypothesis that the 
use of two fingered exploration is more beneficial for tasks that are more spatially 
demanding. However, in contrast to previous results (Burch and Pawluk, 2011), response 
time also increased (2% for overall maps and 25% for individual maps). This may be 
because the types of questions asked here were different than in Burch and Pawluk 
(2011) which were related to object identification. A better comparison would be to 
examined user performance on questions involving shape, which is also needed for object 
identification. 
For audition, there was no significant difference in performance between using 
one finger feedback and two fingered feedback, both in terms of response accuracy and 
response time...... relevant that better than tactile two finger. Trends suggest that the 
single fingered method (Method 1) was better than the two fingered methods (Methods 2-
4) for the overall maps but worse for the individual maps. This may again be because two 
fingers become more useful when more spatial detail is needed to be interpreted. 
However, this effect is small if any. There is no clear difference comparing response time 
for single fingered methods (Method 1) and two fingered methods (Methods 2-4). 
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Question 3: Can perceptual principles of audio stream segregation be used to 
effectively relay information about two exploring fingers? (as compared to one 
exploring finger and compared to each other: timbre, spatial location or both). Although 
both methods of using audio stream segregation did not seem to provide a statistically 
significant decrease in performance, they also did not appear to provide the benefit that 
has previously been experience with tactile cues (Burch and Pawluk, 2011). This makes 
the relevancy of this question moot. 
Question 3b: For tactile cues, is there a difference between using two fingers on the 
same hand and two fingers on different hands? There was no difference between using 
two fingers on the same hand and two fingers on different hands. This is consistent with 
previous results (Burch and Pawluk, 2011). However, Burch and Pawluk (2011) required 
that the fingers always be side by side, even when on different hands. This was not a 
requirement for this experiment. Unfortunately, the fingers were not tracked so we are 
unable to determine how much of the time the fingers on the different hands were placed 
side by side and how much of the time one finger was used as a reference for the other or 
explore for information content (the other common uses of multiple fingers). 
Is there a best method to recommend? Considering performance and usability, Method 
1 (single finger, audio) appears to be the best method to use overall. There may be a 
slight benefit to switching to use Method 4 (two fingers, two instruments, two ears) for 
individual maps, but this does not appear to be significant. This also has the advantage of 
minimum power consumption compared to using tactile feedback.  
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5.9.2. Further Including Between Factors of Blindness and Tactile Diagram Experience 
  Although the between factors of type of blindness (congenitally blind versus 
adventitiously blind) and tactile diagram experience (little to none versus expert) were 
not used to power the number of subjects for the experimental study, these factors are still 
of interest: it is possible that users with different characteristics should be given different 
recommendations for best performance. However, caution is needed in interpreting these 
results due to the small number of participants in each category.   
Blindness and Tactile Experience, Main Effects and Interaction: For the main 
effect of blindness condition (congenitally versus adventitiously blind), it is shown that 
there was no real difference in terms of accuracy between the adventitiously blind and the 
congenitally blind. However, the adventitiously blind took a significantly longer time to 
answer all the questions (812 sec compared to 640 sec). This was surprising, as many 
researchers have suggested that congenitally blind individuals normally perceive space in 
an egocentric coordinate system, whereas adventitiously blind individuals use an 
allocentric representation (similar to sighted individuals). One would expect that 
congenitally blind individuals would find it more difficult to understand maps where 
space is represented in allocentric coordinates.  
As the adventitiously blind took significantly longer to explore the maps, they 
were often left feeling frustrated. This is likely why they gave significantly lower SUS 
scores than the congenitally blind. 
What was surprising was that there was a statistically significant interaction effect 
between Blindness and Modality: individuals who were adventitiously blind had a 
significant difference in performance between using audio cues (57% correct) and tactile 
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cues (46%). This may be because adventitiously blind individuals are less comfortable 
using touch (many prefer the use of screen readers over learning braille).  
 For the main effect of tactile diagram experience, it was shown that there was no 
real difference with the accuracy in answering questions overall. Yet, those with 
significant tactile diagram experience answered questions significantly quicker than those 
who have little to no tactile diagram experience (577 sec versus 898 sec). This was not 
surprising for the methods using tactile cues. What was surprising was that there was no 
significant effect of modality on performance: those with tactile diagram experience did 
just as well and responded just as quickly with audio feedback (which they would not 
have had experience with for diagram access) as with tactile feedback. This suggests that 
there might be similar mechanisms as to how audio and tactile feedback are used with 
kinesthetic information of exploring fingers to interpret diagrams. It also means that those 
with significant tactile diagram experience should not be encouraged to use tactile cues as 
there is no advantage to it, and considerable battery power needs to be expended to 
provide vibration cues on mobile devices.  
However, the fact that significant tactile diagram experience did not improve 
accuracy of the responses was a bit disconcerting. It suggests that, even with significant 
practice with the proposed access methods, people who are blind or visually impaired 
may not improve their accuracy higher than 60%. This suggests that an additional 
component may need to be added to the access methods to improve performance. One 
possibility is using a short word introduction to each map before they are used. 
The fact that those with significant tactile diagram experience had shorter 
response times and were familiar with accessing diagrams is, just like for blindness 
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condition, believed to be the reason why those with little to no tactile experience gave 
lower SUS scores than those who have experience. 
The interaction of the terms blindness and tactile experience showed that those 
who are congenitally blind and have tactile experience were significantly quicker than all 
other groups. This is consistent with what previous research has found (Dulin and 
Hatwell, 2006). However, caution needs to be used when interpreting our results due to 
the small number of participants in each group (4, 2, 2 and 2, respectively). 
Blindness Interacting with Method: Examining response accuracy with the 
different methods as a function of Blindness, supports the results of examining 
performance with the different modalities as function of Blindness (described early). 
However, the response times do not show this trend: Method 3 (two fingered, audio with 
two ears, spatial) and Method 5 (one fingered, tactile) appeared to have the quickest 
response times. 
Tactile Experience Interacting with Method: When looking at the interaction of 
terms method and tactile diagram experience on response accuracy, the one method that 
stands out for those with tactile diagram experience is Method 4 (68% accuracy). This 
method is significant over Methods 1, 2, 5, and 6. Trends suggest that it is also better than 
Method 3 and 7. This suggests a potentially different recommendation for use of maps on 
mobile devices than for the general population: individuals with significant tactile 
diagram experience would benefit from using two exploring fingers with audio feedback 
for each finger to different ears and with a different timbre. Performance compared to the 
default recommendation (Method 1) is 68% accuracy versus 58% accuracy. However, the 
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response time is slightly slower for Method 4 compared to Method 1 (630 sec versus 569 
sec), but not statistically significant. 
 For individuals with little to no tactile diagram experience, response accuracy for 
all methods was much more homogeneous. This was surprising, as we would have 
thought they would have had more difficulty perceiving the tactile cues due to their lack 
of experience, and, therefore, performed more poorly with tactile cues. However, there 
were statistically significant difference in performance between Method 1 (single finger 
audio) and Method 5 (single finger tactile), with Method 1 performing better. Although 
there were more variations in response times across methods, none of the differences 
were statistically significant except between Method 4 and Method 5. We would still 
suggest that those with little to no tactile diagram experience to use Method 1.  
 
5.9.3. Shape vs. Not Shape Questions  
The overall (overview) map questions were divided into two groups. The first 
group dealt with questions that did not ask about the overall shape of a garden, while the 
second group asked explicitly about the shape of a specific garden. When comparing the 
questions asking about shape to the questions that did not ask about shape, non-shape 
questions were answered significantly better than the shape questions. (Note that we 
cannot compare response times as they were measured per map, due to the influence of 
exploration time answering any early questions effecting the response time on any 
subsequent question on the map). This difference is not a surprise as it is known that it is 
difficult for individuals who are BVI to distinguish shapes. This requires a much more 
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detailed integration of spatial information than other spatial questions (what is close to 
the stairs) and ones that purely involve counting (how many benches on the map). 
A more specific reason was that it was noticed during testing that, when a 
participant was asked about the shape of the garden, one of the hardest aspects of 
determining the shape was establishing the border of the given shape. This was especially 
true when one or more of the borders of a shape were diagonal. As a result, the subjects 
had difficulty in distinguishing if the shape was going diagonally, straight, or if it was 
curved. For example, question two of overall map C asked the shape of the green garden 
which was a triangle. Eight out of ten test subjects answered this question by saying it 
was a rectangle/square, while one said L-shaped, and the other said a circle.  
Effect of Modality and Method on how Question Types were answered: there was 
no significant difference in the trends of the response accuracy to question type based on 
the modality or method. There was also no significant difference in response accuracy 
between any of the methods that were used to answer the shape questions. Yet, for there 
were differences for the non-shape questions; however, there was no clear meaning to the 
trends. 
Effect of Blindness on Performance on Question Type as a Function of Modality 
and Method: Trends showed that participants who were congenitally blind actually had 
better response accuracy using tactile methods as compared to audio methods for the 
shape questions. However, unexpectedly, response accuracy was poorer for the shape 
questions using tactile cues for two fingers rather than one (although the difference was 
not statistically significant). This was surprising, as we had predicted based on past 
results that determining shape, as it requires more spatial information, would have better 
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performance with two fingers. However, it may be that asking a question about shape 
requires the participant to trace the borders of an area, which can only be processed a 
single finger at a time. The response accuracy for the adventitiously blind participants for 
shape questions had the opposite trend than for the congenitally blind: they performed 
better with the audio methods than with the tactile methods.  There is also some 
indication that performance was better with two fingered audio and touch as compared to 
using a single finger. The reason was not clear.   
For the non-shape questions, both congenitally and adventitiously blind 
individuals had similar response accuracies for the non-shape questions. The effect of 
method on the response to non-shape questions was discussed earlier. 
 Effect of Tactile Experience on Performance on Question Type as a Function of 
Modality and Method: Trends showed that participants who had significant experience 
with tactile diagrams had better response accuracy using tactile methods as compared to 
audio methods for the shape questions. However, when examining the effect of method, 
the second audio method (2 fingers, one ear, two instruments) had better performance 
than even the tactile methods, although the differences between methods were not 
statistically significant. It is difficult to explain this latter anomaly, but it is reasonable to 
assume that experience with tactile diagrams benefited performance with tactile cues. 
Although there was some transference for audio cues, it did not appear as great as for 
tactile cues. 
 For participants with little to no tactile diagram experience, the trend for shape 
questions was opposite that for those with significant tactile diagram experience: they did 
better with audio methods than with tactile methods.   This time Method 3 (2 fingers, two 
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ears, spatial segregation) performed best. This is consistent with previous results 
suggesting that individuals with little to no tactile diagram experience would do better 
using one of the audio methods to explore a mobile map. 
For non-shape questions, performance was more comparable between the two 
modalities for both groups, although with performance with touch being worse in the 
group who had little to no experience with tactile diagrams. This is not surprising given 
the different exposure to tactile diagrams. It also appears that practice with tactile 
diagrams does improve performance with tactile cues more noticeably than with audio 
cues, suggesting less transfer in learning between the modalities than originally thought. 
  
5.9.4. Spatial Awareness Questions 
 To investigate differences in performance for different question types involving 
different amounts and types of spatial awareness, some of the map questions for the 
individual maps were further analyzed. The first group was questions dealing with how 
many items (Group 1). For example, questions asking how many buildings on the maps, 
or how many benches? The second group pertained to questions asking what is around a 
given location (Group 2). For example, how many benches around a point of interest? 
The third group dealt with following a path to find a location (Group 3). For example, 
starting from the pathway at the top left corner follow the path to find the closest bench? 
 When comparing participant performance in answering each of these groups of 
questions, surprisingly participants performed best answering Group 3 questions, which 
relate to following a path; this was followed by Group 1 questions (counting) and Group 
2 (indicating what is around a point): differences were statistically significant with values 
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of 0.60, 0.44 and 0.32, for Groups 1, 2 and 3, respectively. However, it may be that 
constraining the search space to the path and only requiring participants to find the 
closest rather than all of a feature, may have made the question easier to answer. The path 
may have also helped with keeping participants oriented in the map when answering the 
questions. 
 Effect of Modality and Method on Answers to the Different Types of Spatial 
Questions: The effect of modality on the answers to the different types of spatial 
questions (Modality * Spatial Question Group interaction) was not significant. However, 
there does seem to be more of a difference for Group 3 questions than for the other 
question types: audio methods performed noticeably better than tactile methods for 
Group 3 questions. For the interaction of spatial group questions and methods used, there 
are no obvious trends in the data that have not been described. What can be seen is that 
trends in the data using two fingers with tactile cues seems be potentially beneficial only 
for questions from Group 1 and Group 2. As re-interpreted earlier: these questions may 
require more of a construction of a spatial, cognitive map then Group 3 questions. For the 
audio methods, there is a bit of a trend suggesting that two fingers may be potentially 
beneficial for questions from Group 1 and Group 2. This is consistent with the results 
from the tactile methods. However, the trend in the audio methods is much less clear than 
for the tactile methods. 
 Effects of Blindness and Tactile Experience on Answers to Different Types of 
Spatial Questions: The effects of blindness and tactile experience on spatial questions is 
not significant, as similar results to that of the effect of method on spatial questions were 
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produced for each group. This means that neither blindness groups or tactile experience 
groups were able to answer any of the spatial group questions better than others.  
 
6. Conclusion 
 Overall it was shown that the audio methods were equal to if not better in 
performance than the tactile methods in terms of response accuracy, time, and user 
preference. Since touch screen devices require considerably less power to generate audio 
cues than tactile cues, this means that it is better to use to use audio cues for touch screen 
devices to preserve battery power. As a result, it will allow for people to use a device for 
much longer.  
 It was also shown that the single finger audio method was clearly preferred over 
all the other methods by blind and visually impaired participants. This makes sense 
because the method did not require users to try and decipher multiple fingers. It is 
believed that this would also have been true for the single finger tactile method as well, if 
the test subjects did not have trouble distinguishing the tactile cues. 
 Although the single finger method was preferred by participants, it was shown 
that the two finger methods, for both audio and tactile, performed slightly better than the 
single finger methods for the individual maps. This suggests that using multiple fingers 
may be better when searching more complex maps. This may be because multiple fingers 
allow for a larger surface area in contact with the map, allowing for the user to gather and 
integrate more information simultaneously. 
 It was also shown that those participants with significant tactile diagram 
experience clearly benefited from using two fingers, two instruments, played to separate 
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ears (Method 4). This is thought to be a result of their experience working with tactile 
graphics. The experience allowed them to be able to process the multiple cues from the 
map better, allowing them to gather more information. Interestingly, their experience 
seemed to translate to the use of audio cues. 
 When answering questions about shape, subjects did better when using audio 
methods. This is especially true for the adventitiously blind, who performed significantly 
better with the audio methods. This make since, because most people who are 
adventitiously blind are reluctant to use tactile feedback (e.g., braille, etc.) and are more 
experienced with audio feedback (e.g., screen readers)   However, those participants with 
little to no tactile diagram experience also performed the best using two fingers with each 
finger represented by the same instrument played to separate ears (Method 3). Somewhat 
similar, those with significant tactile diagram experience performed the best using two 
fingers with each finger represented by different instruments played to the same ear 
(Method 2). This suggests that there is a benefit in using audio over tactile in answering 
shape questions, although the reason is unclear. 
 As for the spatial group questions, it is shown that no method truly helped in 
answering any of the different spatial questions. Instead people are just better at 
answering spatial group 3 questions (follow the pathway to find closest bench?). This is a 
bit of a surprise as it was thought that people would struggle with following the narrow 
pathway. Instead it may have been a benefit as it gave them something to follow while 
the other spatial group questions required searching around an undefined area around a 
specific point or the entire map.   
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6.1. Future Research 
Although there was no main significance in any of the seven methods used, 
results showed that some methods were able to help certain groups search different types 
of maps, and answer specific questions. In this research, the test subject was allowed to 
get comfortable with each of the seven different methods used to search the maps, and 
then allowed to search a practice map before being presented with the test overall or 
individual map. However, they were not presented with any more information about the 
map they were searching than what type of map it was. Future research should describe 
what the map is showing, allowing for them to get a better understanding of what the map 
is showing, to see if a description of the map may help BVI individuals any in the 
searching of maps. 
 Also, test subjects struggled in answering questions about shapes in the overall 
maps, especially when it came to identifying diagonal lines. Future research should be 
conducted on adding borders to each of the gardens for the overall maps, and be given a 
unique tone so it can be easily identified. This should be done to see the effects of adding 
a border on the identification of shapes. 
 For the individual maps, people struggled the most in answering questions about 
what is around a specific point. One reason why is because they had difficulty keeping 
track of the original location. While another reason why is because they were not sure if 
the point of interest or the bench they had found was the same one as before or if it was a 
different one; this is especially true since the speech feedback only gave the color. 
Further research should be conducted on what effect of adding labels to points of interest 
and benches has on spatial questions.  
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 Also, for the individual maps the use of auditory icons (running water, bench 
creaking, etc.) to represent points of interests and benches instead of musical notes should 
be researched. Since the points of interest and benches are only small dots (except for the 
fountain) they do not need to be represented by continuous noise, and can be replaced by 
a unique auditory icon. Which may help these features become easier to identify, and 
stand out more. This may be extremely helpful, since it will also allow for the reduction 
of musical notes that they would have to identify and make searching more complex 
maps less mentally taxing as a result.  
 In the case of tactile feedback, different methods to provide tactile feedback 
should be explored. This is because the device from Barron Associates did not do a great 
job at presenting tactile frequencies simultaneously, as a result the delay of the 
frequencies had to be limited: some people had difficulty in determining which 
frequencies was being played. Once a new method to provide tactile feedback has been 
found, testing should be conducted to determine if similar, or different, results are found 
for the tactile methods conducted in this study.  
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7. Appendix 
7.1. Test Maps 
7.1.1. Tablet Initial Map 
 
 
7.1.2. iPad Initial Map 
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7.1.3.Practice Overall Map 
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7.1.5. Practice Individual Garden Map 
 
 
 
7.1.6. Individual Garden Maps 
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 7.2. Apple Code 
  7.2.1. XCODE Main Page 
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  7.2.2. XCODE Map List 
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  7.2.3. XCODE Map Selected 
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7.3. Variable 
Colors for Overall Maps 
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Red – Represents the red individual garden 
Blue – Represents the blue individual garden 
Green – Represents the green individual garden 
Gray – Represents the gray individual garden 
Yellow – Represents the yellow individual garden 
White – Represents the building(s)  
 
Colors for Individual Maps 
Red – Represent a set of stairs 
Blue (or shades of purple) – Represents points of interest on the (POI) maps 
Green – Represents garden/grass 
Gray – Represents pathways 
Yellow – Represents benches 
White – Represents buildings 
 
All Other Variables 
Method 1 – Using single finger to explore maps with clarinet played to left ear. 
Method 2 – Using two fingers to explore maps with left-most finger represented by the 
clarinet and the right-most finger represented by the guitar. Both instruments played to 
the left ear. 
Method 3 – Using two fingers to explore maps with both fingers represented by the 
clarinet. With the left-most finger played to the left ear and the right-most finger played 
to the right ear. 
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Method 4 – Using two fingers to explore maps with the left-most finger represented by 
the clarinet and the right-most finger represented by the guitar. With the left-most finger 
played to the left ear and the right-most finger played to the right ear. 
Method 5 – Using single finger to explore maps with tactile feedback played to that 
finger. 
Method 6 – Using two fingers on the same hand to explore maps. With tactile feedback 
provided to both fingers.  
Method 7 – Using two fingers, one on each hand to explore maps. With tactile feedback 
provided to each finger. 
Overall Maps – Maps displaying the layout of all individual gardens as they would 
appear side by side. 
Individual Maps – Maps focusing on a garden and all the elements it would contain.  
Congenitally Blind – Defined for this research as individuals who became blind or 
visually impaired before the age of six. 
Adventitiously Blind – Defined for this research as individuals who became blind or 
visually impaired at or after the age of six.  
Experienced Tactile Experience – Defined for this research as individuals who had used 
tactile graphics consistently for the past 5 years or more. 
Little to No Tactile Experience – Defined for this research as individuals who have not 
used tactile graphics or have not used it consistently for the past 5 years.  
Group 1 – Consisted of spatial questions for Individual Maps asking how may items 
there were (for example: buildings, benches).  
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Group 2 – Consisted of spatial questions for Individual Maps dealing with identifying 
items around a given location on the map. 
Group 3 – Consisted of spatial questions for Individual Maps in finding an item on the 
map while following the pathway.  
Modality – Using either audio methods (Methods 1-4) or tactile methods (Methods 5-7)  
Methods – Comparing each method with each other 
Map Type – Comparing Overall Maps to Individual Maps 
Blindness – Comparing Congenitally Blind to Adventitiously Blind 
Tactile Experience – Comparing those with little to no tactile experience to the who 
have experience working with tactile graphics 
shapeQ – Comparing questions asking about shapes to those that did not ask about 
shapes for Overall Maps 
Spatial Groups – Comparing the three spatial groups (Groups 1, 2, and 3) for the 
Individual Maps to determine how well they were able to do on spatial questions.  
Time – Consisted of the time it took to answer all ten question for the given map. 
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